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Several Murray State
students experienced
rock climbing for the
first time last weekend
as part of Murray State
Outdoor Adventures'
second excur~>iori this
year.
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With a 1-1 ric against
Tennessee-Martin, the
soccer team kept pace
atop the Ohio Valley
Conference standings.
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TV-11 programming under scrutiny

ma
,

A still from the
controversial
Professor Hobo
animated cartoon thut aited
two ,,·ecks ago
on
Murray
State's student-

An incident at MSU TV·Il am not proposing that we cenhas resulted in one resignation sor students, but I am doing
and the formation of an editor- that because I am being directial review board after the ed to do that."
integrity of several programs
Brockway said professional,
was questioned.
quality programs that enhance
The issue was raised after Murray State's image are what
several programs aired using he would like to see.
vulgarity and racially offensive
"As long as (the programs
comments, said Gary Brock- are) professional quality, and
way, provost.
obviously, we would like to
The review board, created by see that (in order to) enhance
the Chair of the department of the quality of our programs,"
journalism and mass communi- Brockway said. "So, things
cations Jeanne Scafella, is that do not do that of course.
composed of 12 students who from our perspective, from my
will check the quality of pro- perspective. are not appropri·
. gramming.
ate."
"It's not a way of stopping
Brockway said student comprograms; that's not the pur- mentators behaved unprofespose of it," Scafella said.
sionally. used vulgarity and
So far. 10 positions on the made derogatory comments
review board have been tilled, during coverage of two Murray
and five approvals are required state football games. He said
for a program to air, Scafella the students· actions are
said.
embarrassing to the University
"This
(program
they and contrary to the purpose of
approve), in their judgment, the journalism program.
meets what is accepted to air
"It's so unprofessional- it's
on TV-11," Scafella said.
incredible. ... It's embarrassJeff Prater, TV -11 opera · ing... Brockway said.
Prater said the issue of vullions director, said the steps
taken by Univcrsity officials garity was a matter of studenh
indicate a move to only air pro- not understanding the impact
grams that carry a positive of their words on others.
image ofMurray Stare.
"1 don't know that it is nec"I'm son of caught in the essarily an attempt to push the
middle of this," Prater said. "I envelope or to be cutting edge;

I think they're really just
speaking and acting the way
that they would in everyday
life," Prater said.
There also were several TV·
II newscasts that Brockway
said he found to be unprofessional and unbefitting the University.
"Many of the newscasts that
I saw, it looked like the students were seeing the material
for the first time: They were
stumbling over words, overreading,'' Brockway suid.
The purpose of TV -II
broadcasts, said news adviser
John Dillon, is to provide an
opportunity for students to
learn and improve their skills.
"l tell students to make all of
the mistakes they can now as
long as they don't make the
same mistake twice;· Dillon
said.
Brockway also said that the
first episode of the Protessor
Hobo animated cartoon was
offeno;ive to black !.tudents
because of a joke about building a black residential college
on campus.
"Here's a cartoon that's promoting all black students being
forced to Jive in one college ....

see RESTRICnoNS I 14

''I am not proposing that we censor students, but I am
doing that because I am being directed to do that.''

run TV-11.
photo illustration
b)' Ryan Brooks/

Jeff Prater

The News

"IV·11 operations director

University employees
seek city council seats

Survey gives high marks

by Taylor Marie Ewing

A handshake from the
university president and the
reception of a diploma are
not always the end of the
relationship between undergraduates and their university.
The results of the Undergraduate Alumni Survey,
which is compiled from
responses by alumni of
Kentucky public universities, have been completed
and posted on the Internet.
The survey, conducted by
telephone, asked 4,1 00
undergraduate alumni who
graduated two to five years
ago general t(uestions about
their college experiences.
The site ulso rates Murray
State· s results with other
Kentucky universities.
Fugen Muscio, coordinator of Institutional Research
at Murray State. said the
survey is conducted by a
·firm contracted by the Ken-

assistant news editor
Despite busy work schedules. sever.~! Murray Stnte
employees are seeking ll second job.
Agriculture professor Jay
Morgan. computer-systl'ms
technician Orville Herndon and
Adventures in .Math Science

Director Doris Parham are
three of the 18 candidates running for the Murray City Council in the Nov. 5 election. Campus Chaplain Mark Randall
also is seeking a seat.
Morgan, who is finishing a
two-year term on the council,
said he is running for re-election because he believes it takes
more than one term to achieve

significant accomplishments.
Morgan said he would
address several issues if reelected.
..My first priority is keeping
taxes as low as possible while
maintaining an adequate budget," Morgan said. "I've also
been working with the Univer-

see CITY COUNCIL I 14

Student disputes job dismissal
by Marci Owen
news c~.htor

The day after a commentary
concerning Fucilities Manage·
ment was printed in ·the Oct.
17 edition of 'The Murray
State News:· the author. Marsha Adams. was dismissed
from her position within the
depanrnent.
Adam~. junior from Murray. said ~he feels the dismissal was a direct result of
the commentary.
The commentary. which
applauded Pacilities Managemtnt employees but criticized
dire-.:tors within the depart·
ment, was seen as controversial by some. Adams ~aid ).he
believes the dissent of a few
led to the request for her to
leave the depanment.
Adams said the morning the
newspaper came out. Lori
Dial, Student Financial Aid
ao;sistant director, called her
and reque,ted she meet \\ irh
her to discuss her employment
at Murr;ty State.
"I asked her what it was
about, and she said she
wouldn't tell me right then,
that I'd have to come up there
and talk to her," Adams ...aid.

.. , told her that r had the right
to know what I was coming up
there ti1r."
This conversation led to a
teleconference
between
Adams, Dial and Dial's super\ isor, Charles Vinson, Student
Financial Aid director, in
which Dial and Vinson
infonned Adams she could no
longer work at Facilitie~ Management because they feared
she would teet uncomfortable
working there. Adams said.
Adams said Dial and Vinson told her the directors were
upset about the commentary
because :she said things about
them playing basketball on
Murray State time.
'"fhey thought the people
were not going to rrcat me
right," Adams said.
Adam~ ~id there would be
no reason for her to feel
uncomfortable because the
majority of Facilities Management employees were very
plea~ed with her commentary.
"After the anicle was printed, most of the employees,
there were really excited," she
said. "Several of them laminated it and put it up on their
wall . They were just glad that
someone stood up for them."

Adams said Dial then told
her they would try l.nlnsferring
her to a different department,
but she would not have a say
in where she got moved.
"T said. 'What if 1 don't
want to work at the department you choose?"' Adams
said. "She (Dial) then told me
that I would have to be terminated then because of that article."

Adams said she told Dial
and Vinson she really enjoyed
working at Facilities Management, where she has been
employed for two years. and
wished to continue working
there. She said Dial told her
that was not an option.
Mike Bucy, material control
coordinator at Facilities Management and Adams' supervisor, said he could not comment on the situation and
directed questions to Dial .
Dial anil Vinson directed
questions to John Rail. Uni' ersity general counsel.
Rail said the facts. even
Adams' version of them, fail
to suggest wrongful employment action.
"Ms. Adams. while a stu-

see DISMISSAL I 14

by Guier Milliken
staff writer

tucky Council of Postsecondary Education to get an
idea of how well colleges in
the :state are fultilling the
needs of students after they
enrer the work force.
"The surveys give us a
chance to get responses
from students. from the
beginning of their education

tions in four basic categories: civic engagement,
satisfaction with academic
and student servit:es. satisfaction with instruction and
faculty and satisfaction
with preparation for work.
The sur\iey ranked Murrny
State above average in comparison to other universi-

' ' What these results show is really the hard
work of our facu lty and staff over the years and
is retlccted in the response of our alumni. ' '

Gary Brockway
Univcr!>ity Provost
until the end, and then it
gives us the chance to look
at them in the work force,"
Muo;cio ~>aid.
Muscio also said the survey results give University
officials the capacity w
evaluate the University
against l>ther public universities.
The survey asked ques-

ties' averages in all four
categories.
Univer!.ity Provost Gary
Brockway said. in the area
of faculty and staff, the
results of the survey show
how the alumni feel about
their education.
"What these results show
is really the hard work of
faculty and staiT over the

Alumni Survey Results
100%
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years and is reflected in the
response of our alumni and
how highly they regard our
programs and instruction,"
Brockway said.
Brockway said the survey
also offers insight into areas
University officials can db- '
cuss improvement in, :such
as library resources and
academic advising.
Muscio said although she
was pleased with the
results, there are still opportunities to improve.
"You look at these figures.'' Muscio said. "You're
very happy, but at the same
time. there is room for
improvement."
Vice President <)f Student
Affairs Don Robertson
agreed.
''Murray State is pleased,
but not neces~arily satisfied," Robertson said. "We
ranked higher than our
competition, but no one
rankeJ I 00 percent. so there
is still room for impro-.ement."
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women who were given parole after being
convicted of killing, conspiring to kill or
assaulting the men who had abused them
for yenrs.
I

MSU Student Pagan Association
to hold costume 'Witches' Ball'
Murray State's Student Pagan Association
is hosting a "Witches' Ball" from 8 p.m. to 3
a.m. Nov. 9 at Spider's in Puryear, Tenn.
The costume ball is open to anyone 18 or
older.
Individual admission is $12 in advance or
$15 at the door. Tickets for couples are $20
in advance and $25 at the door.
For more information, phone 492-8699.

Alpha Gamma DeHa holds event to
raise money for various charities
Alpha Gamma Delta's annual philanthropic event, Rock-a-Thon, will take place
Nov. 1 and 2 in the Curris Center.
Alpha Gamma Delta members will rock
in rocking chairs for 24 hours and raise
money by selling raffle tickets for prizes
donated by businesses.
Proceeds will go to providing grants to
diabetes research, the Juvenile Diabetes
Foundation and people recovering from
natural disasters.

Karri Wurth/The News

Alpha Kappa Alpha member Jennifer ~tiles, senior from Louisville, discusses sickle-cell disease with Condace Jeffries (left); junior from Louisville, and Sara Jane
Elliot (right), senior from Owensboro, in the Curris Center on Wednesday. AKA
members handed out pamphlets to increase awareness of the disease.

United Way to sponsor SK Run,
Fitness Walk in new city park

Women's Center raises money with
'Arrest Breast Cancer' program

The United Way hlll SK Run and Fitness Walk and Kid 's Fun Run will take
place at 9 a.m: Saturday in the MurrayCalloway C ounty Pa rk.
Race registra tion will bt.!gin at 8 a .m .
Advance registra tion is $15, a nd registTa·
tion for the children's race is $5.
Registration forms nre available a t any
Boone Lnmdry and Cleaners location.
For more information, phone Howard
Boone at 753-2552.

Various students, faculty and staff members
will be "put in jail" today from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
on the Curris Center's second fllx)r as part of
the Women's Center "Arrest Breast Cancer"
program.
Participants will have to raise bail before
they will be released from the jail. All proceeds
will be donated to the Susan G. Komen Breast
Cancer Foundation
The "MSU's Most Wanted" list includes Student Affairs Vice President Don Robt,rtson,
Panhellenic Council President jenny Moss,
education professor Ginny Richer~n, psychology professor Laura Liljcquist and A&iistant
Student Affnirs Vice President Mike Young.

University Foreign Language Club
celebrates Oktoberfest on Saturday
The Foreign Langunge Club is hosting
the oldest Oktobe rfest in Murrny at 4
p .m. Saturday at 501 N. Seventh St.
Traditional bra twurst and sauerkraut,
as well ns desserts a nd refreshments, will
be served .
Admission is $4 and everyone is wel
come.
For more information, phone Michelle
Barber nt 753·6507.

Alpha Omicron Pi leads discussion
about college life during luncheon
Alpha Omicron Pi will host a brown-bag
luncheon and discussion of college life featuring Carmen Garland at noon Saturday in
Ordway Hall.
The event is designed to encourage discussion and exchange of information about
issues concerning young adults today.

May 2003 graduation applications,
audit pennission fonns due today
Todny is the last day to drop full-semester
courses or to audit a course.
Students interested in auditing courses
should bring an approved permission form
to the registration office on the first floor of
Sparks Hall.
Today also is the deadline for associate
and baccalaureate degree applications for
May 2003. Completed applications should
be turned in to the registration office.
For more information, contact the graduation office by phone at 762-3761 or by e-mail
at graduation@murraystate.edu.

National speaker presents program
about victims of domestic violence
"Sisters in Pain: Battered Women Fight
Back" author "Mary Angela Shaughnessy
will spenk at 7 p.m. Monday in the Curris
Center Theater.
Shaughnessy will present her program
"Sisters in Pain," which tells the story of 10

Campus Briefly is compiled by Taylor Marie
Ewing, assistant m•ws rditor.
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Thursday, Od. 17
3:15 a.m. A caller reported an
intoxicated male subject walking in front of Sparks Hall.
8:18a.m. There was a three-car
accident on 16th Street.
11:40 p.m. A verbal warning
was issued to a motorist for
speeding on Miller Street.
11:47 p.m. A verbal warning
was issued to a motorist for
following a vehicle too closely
on Miller Street.

Friday, Od. 18
12:12 a.m. joseph Garcia,
senior from Paris, Tenn., and
Robin Irwin, irregular student
from Murray, were arrested
for alcohol intoxication on
15th Street.
3:37 a.m. There· was a noise
complaint at College Courts.
Subjects were gone upon officer arrival.
10:18 p.m. A cnller reported
hearing firecrackers coming
from Main StTeet.
11:28 p.m. A verbal warning
was issued to a motorist on
12th Street for having only one
headlight.

Saturday, Oct. 19
12:20 a.m. There was a report of
subjects damaging shrubbery on
University Drive.
11:35 p.m. A verbal warning was
issued to a motorist in the dorm
circle for having one headlight.

Sunday, Oct. 20
2:06 a.m. An officer observed
damage to a vehicle in the Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot.
2:13 a.m. A caller at Elizabeth
College reported recelVmg
unwanted phone calls.

Monday, Oct. 21
1:29 a.m. A caller reported her
car keys were stolen at
Regents College. A report was
taken.
8:04 a.m. A caUer reported a
break-in at the Doyle Fine Arts
Center during the weekend. A
report was taken.

9:03 a.m. There was a noninjury accident on 16th Street.
9:20p.m. A caller at Elizabeth
College rcport(·d receiving
threatening phone calls .. A
report was taken.
9:51 p.m. A caller reported a
male subject being verbally
abusive to a child at the Pur·
cell Tennis Courts.

Tuesday, Oct. 22
12 a.m. The residence director
at Regents College reported
wasps in residents' rooms.
10:20 a.m. A caller reported a
nasher in the Regents College
parking lot. A report was
taken.
10:40 a.m A caller reported her
bike stolen from Springer College.
2:20 p.m. There was a theft
report in Woods Hall. A report
was taken.
2:32 p.m. A person filed an
indecent exposure r<'port nt
Public Safety.
4:12 p.m. There was a report of
people smoking marijuana in
Clark College.
VVednesda~Oct.23
12:49 p.m. A caller reported
broken glass in a doorway at
Franklin College.
3:26 p.m. A caller reported her
vehicle had been damaged
while parked in the Curris
Center parking lot.
5:54 p.m. A caller reported his
keys were taken during an
intramural game at Roy Stewart Stadium.
8:42p.m. A resident adviser at
Springer College reported the
barricades in the parking lot
had been moved and people
were driving on poured concrete.

Police Escorts-12
Motorist Assists-5

CDmpus Briefly is compiled by Ta.11·
lor Marie £wi11g, assistant tlf'lV'
editor. All di~patcl1ed cal/s fl rL' 11ot
listed.

Come and unwind at our NEW studio located at 305 North
12th street (shopping center by KFC). We are Murray's ONLY
eclectic art studio featuring:

~8C:~\J$ e
Pots & paints LLC
I

paint-your-own pottery studio

Paint Your Own
Pottery!
Take advantage of these awesome
specials!

The Murray State News

Jtl'C'C; ;c lutl~dti'f~!

0

is seeking to train
individuals for:

All day and night! And studio fee is
HALF PRICE wl valid MSU I.D.

7'1:;Jti'f 'iJtittl A/;9/,t

\d Production Manager
·Business Manager

5-8 p.m. 2 for I Studio fee!

Or throw a pnvate party!
11rtrageotAS seats over YO guests
ana can be reserved for pr ivate par-

for the 2003 school year

-

,~ ........

1

ties before, vturing a11vl after regular studio hr.;urs.
Sororities, have your next sisterhooa activity at Artrageous.t

Apply today at
The Mur,ray State News

305 North 12th Street • Murray, KY
(270) 753-ARTO

1st floor Wilson Hall

Hours: Monday: closed, Tuesday & Friday: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.,
Wednesday, Thursday, & Saturday: 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
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Rabe .ignores dismissal
Our View

It is no secret the Student
Government
Association
Issue:
exists to represent the student
A student work<.~r body. It follows that if stuwas recently Qred dents· concerns are real is tic
and legitimate, the SGA presfrom her position ident is expected to listen to
for disputed rea- students· issues and make
those known to University
~>ons.
officials.
Marsha Adams was recently
P OSITIO N :
terminated from her position
The SGA presiat Facilities Management.
dent did not seek Adams said officials at Facilities Management told her that
out both sides of her recent commentary in the
the bsue before
Oct. I7 issue of 'The Murray
State News" was the reason
choosing to
for the dismissal.
endorse the
After SGA President Jace
administration's
Rabe was made aware of the
situation by a reporter investidecision.
gating the issue, he did some
further investigating on the

TH[NK
What was your favorite
Ha1loween costmne? Why?
"Strawberry
Shortcake. I was
really cute, and
my mother put
red lipstick dots
on my checks."
J~nnif~r Mile~

matter and then made an
announcement ut the SGA
meeting Wednesday.
However, Rabc made the
announcement without getting
the student's side of the story.
At the meeting, Rabc said he
spoke to Staff Regent Lori
Dial about the situation and
proceeded to publicly discuss
Adams' personnel record,
saying she had a history of
being transferred from job to
job and even intimating that
Adams' transfers were the
result of her performance as
an employee.
These arc interesting actions
from the one official elected
by the student body to work
for the student body.
A student feels she has been
wronged by the University,
and that student's principle

form of representation is her
SGA president. He not only
failed to represent her, but
publicly embarrassed her by
calling her job performance
into question. all before consulting the student herself,
The role of any elected official is to represent his or her
constituency.
Rabe came to the table with
a viewpoint on this issue without consulting the only
involved person he was elected to represent: Marsha
Adams.
Fortunately, so far this has
been an isolated situation.
The office of SGA president
requires hard work, and Rabe
resolves many student issues
every week. However. in this
situation, it seems as though
the student viewpoint has

been );Criously neglected.
It is important that this issue
not be swept under the rug.
Rabe should reconsider his
actions and the function of the
important office he holds.
As the students' representative. student affairs and issues
should he Ruhe's top priority.
Students huve a right to fair,
competent representation. and
while Rabe is a commendable
SGA president, we feel that in
this instance, Marsha Adams
may have been shortchanged.

The staff editorial is the
majority opinion of the editorial board of "1'he Mur-

ray State News. •· The editorial hoard is composed of
all .\'l'Ction editors.

senior, Lewisville

Adtninistration litnits TV-11

"Business salesman. I liked Lhc
goofy glasses
with the nose
attached."

Our View
Issue:
MSU 1V-Jl has

instituted a student advisory
board to
approve pro-

Kiah Clayton
JUflkX, EddyVIlle

gramming.
"A princess. I felt
like a princess
with my crown,
and it tnadc me
feel beautiful.''

P OSITION:

The appointment of a student advbory
board is a good
idea, but it
should not be

Tiffany Moore
juniOr. Rodclilto

used as a vehi-

cle of censorship.

"A regul3r ghost
sheet. lf it's all
you can afford,
then it has to be
your favorite."

.

mean limited student
workers. The more student eyes on programming. the better, and
any peer-editing measure will undoubtedly
ensure professionalism.
However, students on
the advisory board may
have a problem tinding
time to view all of the
station's content. Viewing hours of studentproduced
television
requires a significant
time commitment, and
many students will
most likely not get paid
for their work because
of unavailable funds.
A solution might be
for TV-1 I to only
review entertainment
programming.
For
news and public-affairs
programming, the student board could simply agree in advance on
what is acceptable and
what is inappropriate

language.
A correctly handled
student review board is
not only a first step- it
is the only step.
Ideally, board members will not shy away
from controversial topics simply to avoid ruffling any administra-

tive feathers, but will
be professional in their
programming
decisions.
The advisory board
should not be a vehicle
to censor programming, and board members must always be
diligent in defending

the media's freedom of
speech.

The staff ediTorial is
The majority opinion of
1/ze editorial board of
''The Murra\' State
News. " The editorial
buard is composed of
all section editors.

Halloweenism gives lovers a scare

Stephon Gardner
senior. Radcllfftil

In My
Opinion
Jenny

H.1hn/The News

t 11~

murray
t:;Jstate
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murray state university
murray, kentucky 42071-3301
e-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
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Ritch

fax: 762-3175

Loree Stark
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Ryan Brooks
associate ed1tor • 762-4468

Marcl Owen
news editor • 762·4468

Severo Avila
Kyser Lough

college life editor

It is October, and we all know what that means:
Let us start with Thanksgiving. Time for turkey,
Halloween is fast approaching. It is the sea'ion of no doubt, but what about the wi:.hbone'? Thanksgivscary things such as ghosts, spiders, haunted houses ing is known as a family holiday, and we all know
and, who can forget. scary movies (not to mention what that means: parents. Parents seem to have that
time to scare the hell out of lhe kiddies). This year, way about them. They either don't like the person
however, there is a new "scary" term to invoke fear you're with or they don't miss an opportunity to push
in people, and you might want to sit down for this you along with the idea of marriage and children
one: "Halloweenies."
down the rond. The question is, do you really need
Halloweenies are defined by "Glamour" magazine this kind of pressure? We can't forget the endless
as men who break up around Halloween because it's childhood stories, pictures and embarrassing
the last stop before the mandatory romance zone of moments that are bound to arise. Bottom line is,
Thanksgiving/Christmas/New Year's.
when the parental unit<; come into play, getting out of
Is this true'! Is there really such a thing as Hal- a relationship seems much easier.
The next stop is Christmas. We all know Chrbtloweenism'? I guess it does make sense that it would
be easier to break up before the Christmas caroling mas means time for good cheer and presents. Prestans and "0 What a Night" takes on a whole new sents are a whole other story in themselves. When it
meaning. I decided, however, it was my job to figure comes to presents, there are few outcomes. You can
out if ..Giamour" was just playing a Halloween prank either hit the 01her person's bull's-eye or miss the taron females in light of the scary season or if the state- get entirely. Either way, you may not be shooting
your arrows where you want them to land. So,
ment held any validity.
I aslced a number of guys and girls. (You can never Christmas is definitely an indication of where the
pigeonhole this as a guys-only thing in order to be relationship stands.
truly fair.) What do people think about relationships
After Christmas comes New Year's. What does
and the holidays'? It seemed there were the same key that mean? New Year's Eve plans. This occasion is
things on everyone's mind. The holidays did seem to one of the biggest da!e night.;; of the entire year. As if
bring the smell of commitment baking in the oven to that was not enough pre\sure. we all know what hapboth the sexes.
pens when the ciO<·k strikes midnight. The famed

New Year's kiss: the one that ''means something special." Again, this is a holiday that really puts a relationship to !he test.
As if all this weren't enough, Valentine's Day
looms just around the comer. and by now you've got
at least four or five months of history behind you. It
is a fact these things cro'>s our minc.ls. But, does this
imply breakups ahounc.l in October?
Halloween may he the scary time of the year, burl
dic.ln't lind many people who suw it as breakup season. If you know the relation~hip is going nowhere,
it's £llod to end it, Halloween or not. Everyone
agrees holiday breakups are no fun, but it is a part of
life. There is no reason to rush out of a relationship
that could be something you may really want down
the road. But you do have to set certain boundaries
before an unwanted serious commitment arises nnd
pt."'ple get hurt.
Keep in mind this Halloween that scary tales are
everywhere, and although each may have some substance, it isn't worth being terrified. Halloweenbm
may hold some validity, but the theory definitely
isn't entirely concrete.

KimberiJ Ri1c·lz i.1· a stnior public relatinm nwjnr
from Marion.

Student seeks cosmic answers to life's questions

opinion editor · 762-4468
762·4480

Everyone has a hobby. Whether it ally ac;ked me that. For the record, I
be playing the guitar, yl>deling, yoga. believe in God. I do nor worship some
sleeping. drinking, badminton or higher astrological being or chant the
cross-~tih:hing,
people somehow signs of the zodiac before I go to bed.
entertain them~elves. I bet few people, Nor do l even believe the vague daily
however, have: Ill defend their hobby. predictions. though I do find them
Unfortunately, I am one of them.
interesting to read. However, I strongMost of )'(1U have probably heard of ly, intensely believe the personality
astrology. You know, "the signs." You traits of each sign hold true. Why, you
~ee astrology when )'OU tlip to the back
ask'! Because I have never sat down
of "Co'>mo" to read your monthly with a person and read his or her parhoro!>cope or lovescope. You may ticular sign traits without that per.on
even have seen the creative "What'.; gasping in disbelief, "Wow ... that
your sign'?" line of products in local sounds just like me." I repeat, never
(QK, it's Murray, nothing is local- try has it failed me. Even the skeptic!'. of
Paducah) card stores, such us Carlton all skeptics (usually Tauruses ... no
Cards. An intere~ting range of 1.odiac offense to you, my own mother is u
products, from Atruariu' teddy beal')o (l T~turus) have walked away from one
own two, by the way) to Gemini ned- of my aMrological reading~ (which
laces, are in ~tod: for your buying entails reading from one of my six
delight.
zodiac books) with a skip in their step
Bur getting back to defending my because they better understood themhobby. I have heard it all. Since my selves; there was an excuse for their
in~reased interest (~ome say nbsesbehavior and differences with
l>ion) with astrology a l~w }Car~ ago, I mankind.
have had to put up with comments
I am a self-proclaimed Aquariu!-.
such a.... "Why do you believe that addict. Currently, I have an Aquarius
bull'? It doesn't mean anything." Or poster, a mousepad, teddy bears,
there·., the infamous, "Is astrology shins, incense from Amsterdam and
your religion'!" Yes, some moron actu- key chains. J am sure there's more. I

Chris Jung
sports editor • 762·4481

Seth Frank

online editor • 762-4468

Zachary Konkol
chief copy ed1tor • 762-4468

Karrl Wurt~

photo editor • 762-4468

Justin Kimbro
adver11s1ng manager • 762·4478

Joe Hedges
adviser • 762·2998
"The Murray Stnto News· strives to be the
University community's source lor .nforma·
tton.
Our goal is to present that lnformatton in
a fair and unbiased manner and also provide a free and open forum for expresston
and debate,
"The Murray State News" offers a hands·
on learnmg environment for those students
Interested in journalism or other fields relating to the production of a newspaper.
The compus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, tis edttors should be lreo to develop
their own editorial and news poltcles.
"The Murray State News" IS prepared and
ed1ted by students and IS an othcial publication of Murray State Untverstty. The first
copy of "Tho Murray State News• is free.
Addttional copies are available lor 25 cents
at t 11 Wtlson Hall.
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After recent events at
MSU TV-11, the University administration
has restricted some of
its student programming.
TV-I I was scrutinized after the recent
airing of a "Professor
Hobo" animated cartoon strip considered
by some to be offensive
and football coverage
containing profanity
and other questionable
language. The station
was forced to suspend
some of its programming
until further
approval.
University officials
suggested TV-11 management appoint a student advisl,ry board to
approve student programming for the station.
We agree that such a
system is advisable.
although it may not be
easy. Limited funds
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mention astrology constantly, and I
rend to ask virtual strangers their signs
before their names. Sure, I receive
weird looks and double takes, but can
I help it? I am a unique, original
Aquarius. I nmrch to the beat of a different dnnnmer and make up my own
music as I go ulong.
The next time you ure in class and
bored to demh, look around. Do you
see one student tapping her foot excessively and having trouble sitting still'!
She is rno)ot likely an air sign: a Gemini. Libra or Aqunrius. Doe<> another
student seem to be off in a dreamland'!
It could very well be romantil-' Pisces,
the dreamy fish. Doc)i a member of
your group pntiect drive you crazy
because he insi~ts on running the
o;how'! Give hun a break; he is most
likely a Leo. The lion muM lead all.
!hen though I have pul up with idiotic comments sut·h as. "You're Miss
Cleo!" (who is u fake p-.ychic. not a
student with an interest in a.\lrologyl, 1
will g1\ e myself credit lt1r helping
ulong the: inevitable nationwide astrology craze that is arriving any day now.
~y friends tend 111 ask me which signs
they should date, and my endle~s chat-

-="'·-""""-'"'".,""'i""__. . ._.aloOI:t,. ,. . ,. . ___
.,
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ter about signs actually entertains them
from time to time. Let's admit it, people, Murray is pretty horing 9J percent
of the time, so you have to make your
own fun. I prefer to whip out my
astrology books while my friends
hover around and demand to know
how to seduce a Capricorn.
1 refuse to let my hobby taper off.
My interest in astrology "''" only
grow over time and develop into a partial career. When I happen to write my
first a'trology book, I "'ill be certam to
dedicate it to those who believed in
me. Ayuarius is the sign of the future.
so look for my anicles in the future.
And if you ever run into me and I ask
your sign. do not run uway in fear, It
makes for much more imeresting con·
versation than the tired, "Huw arc yuur
classes going'?" Hel:ause let's face it.
no one. not even your hesr friend,
gives a damn <rbout how your classes
are going. Pet>ple want to know about
themselves.
A:-trology is the '>nlution.

In My
Opinion

Kristen
W~ttson

Kristen Watson is a senior prim jn(tr·
no/ism trwjor from Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Trick or trea ?
Candy no excuse for
evil holiday traditions
In My
Opinion

Adam
Mathis

"Other major
holidays generally involve
honoring an
act of humanity or righteous
cause where
Halloween is,
at least, a selfcentered
superstition
and, at worst,
devil
. ,
worsh1p.

Why do we celebrate Halloween?
Amencans spend billions of dollars
on candy and decorations; countless
children run about their neighborhoods "extorting" rewards from their
neighbors with the famous question,
"Trick or treat?" Yet, for all the time
and effort that goes into the secondlargest holiday in America, it is a celebration without anything to celebrate.
Nothing to celebrate, because few
people know or care about what Halloween represents. Most people view
it as an excuse to dress up in costumes
and eat an excessive amount of candy
in a community atmosphere.
In other words, it "feels" good, so
people don't ask questions.
Because of the feel-good atmosphere. people disassociate the darker
acts of Halloween from the actual
holiday. For a day that inspires such a
strong sense of community, it engenders numerous instances of vandalism
and crime.
Students of Southern Illinois UniversiLy are famous for virtually rioting in the streets on Halloween. It is
these events that are considered to be
in bad taste or not "in the spirit of the
holiday."
But to understand why these crimes
are contrary to the spirit of the holiday. the question must be asked,
"What is the spirit of Halloween?"
According to the History Channel's
Web site, Halloween derives from a
Celtic holiday called Samhain. On
this day. the belief was that the
boundary between the worlds of the
dead and living was weakened, allowing evil spirits to return to our world.
To combat this phenomenon, people
made sacrifices and dressed ns the
spirits to avoid demonic persecution.
That is the real problem. As much
as we try to suppress it, the evil acts
('Ontinue to crop up because or Hul·
loween's poor moral foundation.
Other major holidays generally
involve honoring an act of humanity
or righteous cause where Halloween
is, at best, a self-centered superstition
and, at worst, devil worship.
This poor foundation explains why
crimes and pranks seem to be more
prevalent and even accepted on Halloween than any other day. For
instance, on holidays such as Christ-

Halloween activities
exciting, harinless, fun

mas, such mischievousness is not
found. The reason for this is quite
simple: The spirit of Christmas honors Christ. who served in mankind's
best interest until the end. This is
nothing like Halloween, where the
original emphasis was on placating
evil spirits so they would not harm
you or your livelihood.
Children's role in the celebration of
Halloween is another issue that needs
addressing. Admittedly, a 5-year-old
child probably does not understand
the issue of Halloween, and this is
frequently touted as a defense of the
holiday. However, simply because
children are ignorant of the issue does
not mean they should continue to celebrate the holiday. For
instance, if someone' s
5-year-old child
wished to go out
dressed in a white
robe with a pointed white hat and
mask, I sincerely
doubt the parents
w 0 u 1d
allow
t h e
child to
do so.

A

5-

year-old

h

a

s

absolutely
no
concept
of ethnic
hatred
or the
Ku Klux
Klan. but that
is no reason to let
him or her wear the apparel.
Try though we might. nothing we
do will make Halloween a good holiday. We may bury it under mounds o(
candy and decorations, but the evil
Halloween represents will always
make itself kntlwn as long as we
honor it.
In truth, the greatest Halloween disguise is not the latest cartoon masks
or the Celtic ones, but the mask we
place over the true nature of the holiday.
Adam Mathis is a staff writer for
"The Murray State News."

...

Apparently some people don't agree with
the idea of celebrating Halloween because it i~
supposedly connected with satanic worship.
demonic possession and witchcraft. If this isn 'L
the height of ignorance, I don't know what is.
To my knowledge, the true origins of Halloween lie with andent Celtic tribes that once
lived in Ireland, Scotland. Brittany and Wales.
For them, Nov. I marked the beginning of a
new year and the coming of winter. The night
before this new year, they celebrated the festival of Samhain, Lord of the Dead. During this
festival, Celts believed the souls of the dead -including ghosts, goblins and witches returned to mingle with the living. The Celts
would set out food and offerings for the spirits
to take. In order to scare away the evil spirits,
they would wear masks and light bonfires.
The Christian aspect of the holiday came
into play in 835 when
Pope Gregory IV
moved the celebration for all martyrs
(later, all saints}
from May 13 to
Nov. I. The night
to
this
prior
became known
as All Hallow's Eve
.......,.
or "holy
evening."
Eventually
the name
was shonened to the
current "Halloween."
Many
are
not
..,.- -&:>
aware of
this
and
feel
that,
'
because modernday celebrJnts of Halloween go about
dressed as witches, goblins and devils, it must
be evil.
Halloween is not a sinister, evil, Satan-worshipping festival. The llalloween we celebrate
is related to past traditions, but simply be<'<IU!-.C
religious ideals contlict with our own, does not
make them wrong. For all of you "'ho think
witches get on !heir broomsticks. conjure up
spell~ and drag your helpless chilc.Jren Jown to
Lucifer on Halloween, you've got more problems to worry about than this holiday: you've
got some issues to work through.
However, you do have a few things correct.
Witches do revel on Halloween, as Jo mo:-.t of
u:.. In some parts of the t.'Ountry. witches do

(./. o.eaw"'"'oa'

exist and practice their craft. But you know
what? There's absolutely nothing wrong with
that. We have to get rid of the notion that
witches are, by default, evil. Witches live
among us and practice their beliefs ju~t like we
all do. and our Constitution gives them the
right to do so. As long as they don't infringe on
other's rightc;, I <X~Y go right ahead. People may
think they're weird, but weird isn't always a
bad thing.
Some people don't celebrate Halloween
simply because it is in keepmg with ancient
traditions to which they do not subscribe. This
is probably the most ludicrous of reasons to
oppose an activity. Let's a.c;sume that at one
time Halloween was indeed evil ami corro~ive.
Even so, we do not celebrate Halloween for the
same reasons our ancestors did. When little
kids get all dressed up and go around collecting
candy, they have no other motive for doing this
than to get all the free, sugary loot they can.
They arc not conjuring spirits and nre cenainly
not wor~hiping Satan. Saying we shouldn't
trick-or-treat because you think Halloween was
evil a long time ago is like saying we shouldn't
use cottpn clothes because slaves used to pick
cotton a long time ago. Just because an activity was connected to a negative idea many.
many years ago doesn't mean that activity is
still negative today.
Some may argue that costumes and trick-ortreating deviate too drastically from the true
origins and meaning of Halloween and therefore do not merit celebrating. In that case, what
does opening presents under a tree have Lo do
with the binh of Chri~t or brightly colored egg~
nod a rabbit have. to do with the death and resurrection of Chri~t? There is no correlation
betwren the activity and the meaning, but these
activities represent the way in which the present social order chooses to comm~morate the
occasion.
How can people possibly think the Hal-·
loween we celebrate today is evil? 'n1ink about
it. For one night out of the year, beautiful little
children get nil excited, dress up, pretend to be
princesses, pimtes and gho~ts. nnd visit their
neighbors. These neighbors take the time>,
effort and money to go to the ~tore and buy
candy they will generously give away.
HalloWl-"Cn is a wonderful, fun cel~hrution.
Ito; roots remind us of a time long gone, and we
should always be willing to remember the pa~t.
also mindful that we ore not bound to repeat it.
So get dressed up, go out and haven ghoulishly good time.
Have a safe and happy Halloween.
Severo Al•ila is opinion editorfor
State News."

In My
Opinion

Severo
Avil:l

"There is no
correlation
between the
activity and
the meaning,
but these
activities represent the
way in which
the present
social order
chooses to
commemorate
the
. .,
occasiOn.
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Resident advisers not getting enough respect from students
Howdy, folks. Well, ~ince I am still recovering from
the pants-wetting that tool.. place after I watched "The
Ring" (two days ugo. mmd you), I thought I could take
a little time to spit out a commentary. I would like to
write today about a very under-appreciated group here
on campus: re:-;idcnt advisers.
Surely Gibson has gone mad, right'! Can he possibly
be tackling some serious issue this week'? For the love
of God. you a~k. where are the usual self-deprecating
rant~ and the Totino Party Piaa jokes'?
No guys, I assure you, this is not some J...ind of joke.
In fact, my humor wnk is sitting on empty right now.
(lnen again, when has it been on anything BUT empty
in the past?) This is something that has been on my
mind for almost two years now.
J know that I have mentioned this in passing before,
but many moon\ ago. I used to be an RA in the residential-collegt! sy~tem. As with many jobs, it had its
pr~ls and cons, and depending on the circunt~tances. the
cons sometimes outweighed the pros. One specific incident of this pro/con imbalance included my first week
us a rookie RA. when I had to unclog two roilets. Still
another incident included having to deal with drunken,
Cro-Magnon-like creatures that dwelled in our humble
little building for roughly a semester until they finally
moved out. (Maybe they have evolved by now.) There

wa) always the ever-present possibility I or my fellow
RAs were going to receive a phone call at 3 a.m. from
the front-de..<;k .security guard, infonning us a resident
had locked himself out of his room. Not a fun call to get
when you have a test at 8 a.m. that morning.
Possibly the biggest con of the job, though, was having some people think you were on a kind of power trip
when you had to enforce regulations. To these people,
RAs are seen as Nazis or Housing Gestapo whose only
purpose is to ruin everyone's fun.
Anyway, here is where I think the under-appreciation
occurs: To residents, RAs are supposed to be more than
just hall monitors whose only purpose is to prevent
injuries and answer questions. RAs are there, contrary
to popular belief, to help out residents, not to bust their
butts while fulfilling the needs of some kind of power
uip.
One of the roles of the RA is to be an educator for students. This role is fultilled by putting on programs for
residents, and depending on the RA. sometimes these
progmms are quite educational; whereas other programs might be somewhat lacking in the educational
area. (I myself sometimes fell into this latter category.}
RAs also create programs geared at getting re'idents to
socialize and get to know one another; this can be seen
with the numerous Halloween programs that are about

to occur and other community progmms RA staffs create every month.
Yes. occasionally RAs mu~t enforce rules that may
seem to only serve the purpose of sati~fying ~me irnag·
inary totalitarian force here on campus. Perhaps some of
you may feel you are not actually livmg on a fairly open
campus, but ruther a boarding M.'hool. But having been
an RA, I actually realize these rule.., do serve some legitimate purpose. Take, for example, rules regulating
power con~11mption of microwaves and refrigerators;
say everyone who lived in the residential colleges wa:)
allowed to have a full-sized fridge in their rooms. combined with a 1,200-watt microwave. Do you realize
how many times fuses would be blown? The staff I
worked with had to deal with, easily, 25 blown fuses a
semester ju.-;t from two suite-mates running blow-dryers
at the same time.
Or take. for example, rules governing the keeping of
animals in rooms. Sure. we could all use a cute little
puppy or k.itten or komodo dragon to play w1th on <X:casion, but the rooms in the residclllial colleges simply are
not big enough to accommodate the~e animals and their
wa~te. Folks. some students can't even keep up good
personal hygiene, let alone that of a pet. These cute little pets begin to stink. and this smell can be quire nauseating \\hen combined Y.ith the already-lingering

smells of the colleges. (I have experienced this one pcrc;onaJiy, as a ~'ident on my old floor two yean; ago kept
a dog in his room for a month, and it reeked of doggy
luggage.) And then there is the whole allergy situation,
as many people are allergic to animals such as cats and
dogs. (I'm not certain about komodo drngons, though.)
RAs, although they must enforce some rules lhat may
~eem to be somewhat unwarranted (even though they
do have legitimate bases), should not be seen as just regulators. Rather, look at them as possible friends and
neighbors. just hke any other re:-idents living in your
buildings. It just so happens, though, that RAs are residents who have just a wee bit more rcspon~ibility and
are paid handsomely (insen sarcasm where applicable)
lor upholding this responsibility. As for overly strict,
Nazi RA's ... sure, there are one or two here and there,
but generally speaking, these individuals arc few and far
between. So next time you decide to ~lk in your room
because your RA told you to stop yelling in the hallway
ut 3 a.m .. don't whine bcl-·ause you got caught breaking
the rules. Keep in mind the RA is just looking out for
what is in the best interest of the community.

On

the
John '

John Gibson is a columnist for "71re Murray State
News."

Students reluctant to take full advantage of student government services
In My
Opinion

Kyle
Mullaney

I

I

Many students have had the unpleasant experience of being caught in the rain going to or coming
from their vehicles that had to be parked at Stewan
Stadtum. In an effort to avoid the dangers caused
by reckless drivers on Gilbert Graves Drive, one
has to slosh across the tield between Springer and
Franklin. trading clean shoes for mud-caked ones
in order to ensure pen.onal safety. If students have
to park their cars at the stadium, then there should
be a pathway to the stadium.
This is merely one example of concerns that are
valid, but rarely expressed to University officials.
Therefore. the problems continue and campus life
suffers. Many Mudents do not know who can
address their concerns. I understand this. At times.
!too feel overwhelmed by the ~ope of the University's bureaucracy. Furthermore. some students
may feel as if Universtty officials are unresponsive
to their concerns. This results from the lack of
interaction between students and staff members.
My experiences wtth various departments have
opened my eyes to the patience. diligence and kindness demonstrated by University employees.
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Recently. a student inquired as to the possibility of
having a footpath leading to the stadium. I thank
the young lady who spoke up because we have
been informed a path should be installed by the end
of the month if the weather cooperates.
Every spring when candidates start hanging
signs. you know SGA elections are right around the
corner. The student body elects 48 senators to serve
it, but those elected tend to go unused. We are here
to repre:-.ent any student who ha.c; a gripe. Let u~
know so we can work with you to resolve the problem. Your support provides the issues and influence we need to ~ successful. Moreover. SGA
president Jace Rabe is a voting member on the
Board of Regents. which plans for the future of
Murray State. Even though we are respon~ible for
understanding the Univer'iity structure, and we
have a drive to make change~. our effectiveness
depends on the input of mdividual stullents. You
are an e~scntial part of the process. You are our
eyes and ears on ...:ampus. The student body is mul'h
larger than the relatively few students involved in
SGA, thus the odds are good that each of you have

different problems than SGA members. When you
encounter u problem. stop one of us. call. e-mail or
write a letter. Voice your concerns when a senator
visits your campus organiz<~tion or one of your
dasscs. Funhennore, take note of the senator's
name and contact information. Then, follow up on
the issues or concerns that you expressed to him or
her. This help~ make us accountable and also
senes as o reminder that we are elected to serve
you. More imponantly. this process is how problems are resolved. and that b our duty as senator'>.
The type~ of issues and concern" we hear are as
numerous as the students to whllnl we talk. One of
the issues commonly brought to our attention ts
parking. ~.et u-; know where there is a need for new
parking lots or "'here parking 7onc:. can 1>\! more
clearly marked. As in the example previously mentioned. tell us where we can place new "'alkway'
which improve campus life. The Jess-ob" ious
issues we deal with regularly arc low-hangmg
branches, brnkcn desks and areas of campus with
poor lighting All these issues create ~afety concerns that affect us daily Other areas of concern

include expansion of Food Sen-ices. developing
campus activitie~. refurbbhment of the library and
Racer athletics. We are currently working with
these departments on a variety of concerns to
improve the campuo,;. This is just a smull list of
items about which studenrs have voiced their concerns. Ultimately. there is really nn limit to the
ways in which our campus can bt: improved.
We all face common problems everyday. and
each of us sees unique ways of improving the campus. Tell us what needs to be changed and
improved . A<. the old adage goes, "There b
strength in numbers." The strength of our argument
depends on the students' voice. Simply put. the
administration will be more re<,ponsive to a louder
cry. There are various people ynu ':an look to fliT
assistance. I ask no muller where you turn to,
please make your voice heard. Together, Y.c will
improve our campus.
Kyll' Mullaney is a .wphomvre political scit'/lce

major from Fort Wright and a senatnr for tht• Stll·
dem Gm·emmellf Annciarion.
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Sheriff candidates take part in forum
by Adam L Mathis

methods.
Roberts said no illegal activities will
be tolerated, no matter who commits
them.
"I believe that law enforcement officers are obligated to set an example to
the community they work in, and I will
simply not tolerate any unlawful activity
by anyone working for me in that capacity," Roberts said.
Senf said be has a plan to apprehend
violators.
" I am not going to go into any detail on
how [ will do it because if I teU you how
I will do it, it will defeat the purpose of
doing it," Senf said.
When asked about changes he wo uld
make to the department, Roberts said two
areas be wants to improve are the department's equipment (such as patrol cars
and computers) and availability to hear
citizen's concerns.
" I also personally want to be out in the
public more and be available to people,"
Roberts said.
Senf said he would ha ve to review the
current resource allocation in the depart-

staff writer
The two candidates for Calloway
County !iheriff agreed the office needs to
be more community--oriented during a
forum Tuesday at Murray State, sponsored by Lambda Alpha Epsilon.
Republican Don Senf said he would
work to establish stronger communication between the community and the
sherifr s office.
"My vision for the office shall be a
department constructed around the phi ~
losophy of community policing," Senf
said.
Democrat Lnrry Roberts !'aid as sheriff, he would be open to community
input.
" I also want the shcrifrs office to be a
citi:ten-friendly department," Roberts
said. "I have been in law enforcement
long enough to know that we cannot be
effective without the help of the citizens
of Calloway County and Murray."
The candidates agreed many issues
needed change but advocated different

ment before deciding on what changes to
make.
"I'd have to meet those deficiencies in
the department as 1 find them," Senf said
After 10 years with the Calloway
County s heriff's department, Roberts
said he is experienced with tax collection, transportation of prisoners, serving
papers and coJlecting property.
"I am familiar with all of the duties that
are required of the sheriff and the shcrifr s
department, and they are various and varying," Roberts said.
Senf has served in various lawenforcement positions, including police
chief, U.S. Marshal and 20 years with the
Kentucky State Police.
"My area of expertise in this county
has to deal with patrol, drugs and lack the
of interaction between the sheriff's
department and the community," Senf
said.
Billy Hammack, election judge, said
that be found the forum informative.
"The personnel, that's what shocked
me, how few prowl cars ... we have out in
the county."

LAMBDAALPHA
CHIIV11NAI.JUST
ASSOClATlO

Margaret Harper/The News

Calloway County sheriff candidates Larry Roberts (left) and Don Senf (right) take
part in Lambda Alpha Epsilon's forum Tuesday in the Freed Curd Auditorium.

Speed bumps to be built in dorm circle
reports indicate the vehicle was being
driven within the legal speed limit.
Robertson said Facilities Management
will start placing the speed bumps in the
dorm circle this week; students previous~
ly requested speed bumps be constructed
in the dorm circle.
"There have been some concerns from
students about people who drive too
fast," Robertson said. "We have been
talking about (the need ) for speed

by Tim Siniard
staff writt!r
Speed bumps will be constructed in the
dorm circle following an incident involving a Murray State student who was hit
by a car driven by another student.
The accident occurred in front of
Franklin College at I0:31 p.m. Oct. J l.
There were no serious injuries, and police

Nana's Place

A Lovin
* 6~m-1 am

bumps."
Student Government Association President Jace Rabe said the installation is
both good and bad.
"They can be inconvenient, but they
(University administration) are addressing a problem," Rabe said. "It's a preventative measure."
Rabe said he requested the speed
bumps be smaller than the type that were
located at the Wal-Mart store in Murray,

•

which caused problems with automobiles
that ride low to the ground.
Wayne Harper, associate director of
Building Services and Ground Maintenance, said his department is in the
process of constructing the speed bumps.
"We surveyed the locations and have
already cut notches in the pavement,"
Harper said. ''We will then take asphalt
and shape it to make the speed bumps. ·•
Harper said the local company where
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Wednesday
Spaghetti §pei:lal
1.99
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1842 State Une RD. W.
HWY. 893 West
Buel, KY 42049

* 6-6 Sat. take Drop-Ins
* Higher Scope Curriculum
* urge Fenced-in backyard (kids safety)
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Experienced
Reliable
Informed
Hard-Working
Dedicated
11-Becl DORIS PARHAM
11 tile ••rrav CitY council

WANTED: Per&on& 1 B &. up
t:o t:ry a rree DJa&&agel
Yes., if' you have never had a
01assage but: believe you could
benef'it: t:hen clip t:he valuable
coupon below and bring t:o Body
Haven Theraput:ic Ma!i&age bef'ore
Oct:. 3 1st:., i!DOi!.

B~c:k.!
- - SPAGHETTI-with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce
---$1.99---

DINNER SALAD - $ 1.19
Lunch & Dinner - 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
SOFT DRINK - $0 .79

BUS: 270-492-6144
Larry & Lynda Ward
FAX: 270-492-6248
Barry Ward
www.etatellneweatemworld.com

Bring Ad cand Wcalve Regldrcatlon fee

the University purchases asphalt is currently experiencing mechanical problems
and cannot supply asphalt at this time,
but the problem should be corrcc1cd
soon.
The speed bumps will be located ncar
the walkways and main entrances of
Springer, Franklin, Clark and Richmond
residential colleges.
No criminal charges concerning the
accident have been ftlcd.

PaU!iai;; Pizza

Credentials:
Director, Adventures In Math &
Science Program, MSU
Secretary, Kentucky Black Caucus
or Local Elected Officials (KBC-LEO)
Nominee ror President-Elect, National
As...ociation for College Admbsion
Counseling (NACAC)
2002 Graduate, Leadership We~~t Kentucky
1995 Gradwte, Leadership Kentucky
Current Student in Murray State Univenity and
University of Reading Ph.D.
Program, Educational Leadership

#3 II 1111 lllllt lltvlllblr 5, 2112

Paid tor by Doris Parham

r sl o:ib;.-; M:.;.;g; FREE.,

I

~

I

-

Valuable Coupon

I

1
One per I
client plea•e
....

Plus bodywork con•ultatlon
only at Body Haven

.... ______________
l&ood unt:ll

-:::. 1 st:
I ..Oct:• -=-

·Clip and ghle to a friend If you can't u - lt.

·-·

2002-03 Who's Who Among
Students in American
Colleges and Universities

713

south

t2th

st. ·

753·7t t3

New & Used Items
• Movies

.....

/

• Computers

$1 at up
$ 100-$600

• Home CD Players $29ill at up
• New Car Stereo

..,...,

l ..
e

• CD'a

$89e at up
$2atup

f';':';;li!DJ

• Stereos

• Prlnten

TV's

• O.d's

•Amp•

• J ewelry

• Seannere

• Playstatlon gamee

• Guitars

• Power tools

•Gun•

• Playstation 1 at 2

• KD.lvee

Dorm
Refrigerators
$4995 & up

$ 4995 & up

VCR's
$1995 & up

Microwaves
S299 :. & up

-----•Lay -Away Plans Available•-----

753·2975

eadline:
November 8, 2002
Eligibility:
3.0 GPA; Graduating in December 2002,
May or August 2003; Demonstrated
Campus and Community Leadership and
Involvement.
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State cuts remedial classes
students up to college-level standards
and preparing them to handle mainstream college courses. Classes offered
at Murray State include basic writing,
developmental math and fundamental
reading skills. Students with ACT composite scores of 18 or below and in the
bottom half of their high-school graduating class are required to take remedial
courses at Murray State before they can
be accepted into baccalaureate programs.
The Community College also offers
tutoring programs free of charge for students enrolled in the remedial program.
Jennings said Murray State wants to
help everyone hav~ a chance to earn a
degree, and the remedial program is a
big part of that goal.
"We have an open-door policy," Jennings said.
Not everyone is in support of keeping
the remedial programs, however. Ann
l...andini, associate professor of journalism. said remedial classes do not belong
at Murray State.
"l agree with what Tennessee has
done," Landini said.
Landini said many of today's college
students failed to learn proper grammar,
mechanics and style before entering college.

by Tim Siniard
staff wrirer
Effective next year, four-year universities in Tennessee will no longer offer
remedial courses to incoming freshman
who have difficulty writing complete
sentences or performing basic arithmetic. A victim of budget cuts, remedial
education will only be available at twoyear community colleges.
Lana Jennings, Murray State Community College director, said although
cutting remedial classes is a growing
trend, she does not believe Kentucky's
programs will be next on the chopping
block.
"There have been rumblings about
cutting remedial programs at (Kentucky) universities since J993," Jennings said. "Some people don't think
four-year colleges need to be teaching
remedial courses, but I don't get the
tceling we will do what Tennessee has
done. They were having a major budget
crisis, and something had to be cul"
Jennings said The Kentucky Council
on Post-Secondary Education mandates
that Kentucky universities offer remedinl program.c; to students who need them.
The Community College has developmental classes that focus on bringing

"Each year I have to teach more
grammar. spelling and vocabulary than I
did at ~ high-school level," Landini
said.
Jennings said out of I ;1.07 freshman
students with an ACT score on file and
enrolled at Murray State during the fall
semester of 2000, 258 (2 1 percent) were
enrolled in a remedial English course,
358 (30 percent) were enrolled in a
remedial math course and 214 (18 percent) were enrolled in a remedial reading course.
Jennings said although the program
has students who are successful and proceed to university-level courses., there
are some who do not because they are
not prepared to master the remedial programs.
"Twenty-five to 30 percent do not
even know their times tables," Jennings
said.
Jennings said some of the remedialeducation studenLc; were special-education students during their primary and
secondary school years and will face difficult challenges at the college level.
Jennings al~o said some students lack
the will to succeed.
Said Jennings: "Some of them do nor
have the motivation to excel, but we
have had some successes."
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Chi Alpha speaker focuses on
importance of faith and family
Nichole Lopez
contributing writer
Students at Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship's weekly Bible study on Wednesday were presented with a
message of courage and the importance of family.
Guest speaker Lee Williams. who is interim pastor at
the Radcliffe Assembly of God, spoke about losirig his
wife and two daughters and the struggles hi! has faced .
Williams' wife and daughters were killed in the spring
of 1988 when a church bus they were riding in was hit
by a drunk driver. The accident claimed 27 lives.
Williams began his speech by liSiing the things most
important in his life.
"One is my relationship with Chnsl l want to know
the Lord, and I want the Lord to know me," Williams
said. "My wife and children ·· my family (also is
important). Family is elltremely important."
Williams said although he had a difficult childhood,
he wac; able to persevere and become the first member
of his family to graduate from high school. He never
knew his father, who was killed in Korea, and his mom
married four times.
Williams said he staned going to church because of
a girl, whose family would only let her date churchgoers. Although he said his intentions were not pure at
first. Williams was saved and bapti7.cd. Hls new relationship with God helped him get through a difficult
period of military service in the Vietnam War.

Williams eventually seuled in Fort Knox with his
wife Joy and two daughters, Kristen and Robin. When
the opportunity to go on a church trip to King's Island
presented, itself, both daughters wanted to go, and
Williams' wife decided to attend as a chaperone.
The morning of the trip, Williams said he helped his
wife and daughters pack. not knowing it would be the
last time Ire would see them alive. He said religion.
memories and the belief that he will be reunited with
his family in heaven were the only three things that
k.ept him from going crazy after the accident.
In spite of his loss, Williams said his story does have
a silver lining.
Williams said he is married again and the father of
three children. His current wife lost her husband in the
same accident that claimed Williams' family .
"Trust God," Williams said. "God always gives you
more than you lose."
Many student<; in attendance said they were moved
by Williams' story.
"It was good." Tara Holtzclaw, :)()phomore from
Jackson. Tenn.• said. "Hearing it affected you more.
(You) don' t know what you would do if they (your
family) died."
Diana Tmntham, fresJunan from La Prairie, Ill ..
agreed.
'"This lecture made me realize the mt~aning of family,'' Trunthan ~ud. "I'm going to go home and call my
mother."

ADVERTISE with
The Murrllv• State News ·
MURRAY STATE

vs.

SOUTHEAST MISSOURI
e Family Weekend e
e Live Band at Tailgate ®11 :30 am e
• Hanky Tonk Postgame Concert •

COME JOIN THE FAMILY AFFAIR
------~----·
Sunset Boulevard Music I
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
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It's
Wednesday
Spaghetti §pedal
1.99

s

--SPAGHETTI-with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce
- - - $ 1 . 9 9 - - -.

DINNER SALAD- $1.19
Lunch & Dinner- 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
SOFT DRINK - $0.79
970 Chestnut St.
•Murray •

Pag!iaif Pizza

Ge t the slats on:
NCAA Football, NCAA Basketball

7&3-297&

NFL, MLB, &NBA

If you would like to voice your opinion in the paper. please submit your
commentary (500-700 wds.) by Wednesday at 10 a.m. to:
email: the news@ mu rraystate .edu
fax: 762-3175
phone: 762-44 78 or 762-4480

MURRAY
AUTO SPA
+ Honest + Fair
+Dedicated
Vote Tuesday, November 5th, 2002

Touchless Automatic
with Spot-Free Rinse

~

~
turtle wax

• 5 Self-Serve Bays
• Credit Card Access
on Automatic Washers
• Quality Above All

Mon.- Margarita Spedals

00~ White Chill
~ Tortilla soup

TUes. - Beer Specials
Dart Tournament

~

Wed. • Well Specials

•

Peei&EatShrlmp
seafOod Gumbo

~ jambalaya

~

crawfish Etouffee
~ Red Beans & Rice

"Your Cars Gonna Love Ya! ··

Ha loween Party oct. 3 t

1530 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray
(West of Ryan's)

wear your costumer

Hoosier Daddy

Must be 21 to stay for the band I

Corner of 1Oth & Arcadia· 759-8866

I
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this \veek

Hih Burger Inn grills up affordable,
flavorful entrees for nearly 50 years

•friday
•Fund raiser
"Arrest Breast Cancer," 1I a.m. to 1
p.m., Curris Cemer
second floor.
•Concert - Quad
State String Festival,
7 p.m., Lovett Auditorium. Free admission.
•Cinema lnternational · ''Divided We
Fall," 7:30p.m., Curris Center Theater.
Free admission.
•Rodeo
"Bull
Blowout," 8 p.m.,
Murray State Expo
Center. Admission:
adults, $8; students
with Racercard, $6.
•Friday Night Live
Mink Band, 9 p.m.,
Curris Center Stables. Free admission.

•saturday
•Recreation - Pickup baskctbaJI, 1 p.m .•
Beshear Gym.
•Celebration - Oktoberfest, 4 p.m.. 50 I
N.
Seventh
St.
Admission, $4.
•Concert - Honky
Tonk Tailgate Party
concert, 7 p.m.,
Special
Regional
Events
Center.
Admission: general
public, $12; students,
$8.
•Cinema International- "Divided We
Fall," 7:30 p.m .• Curris Center Theater.
Free admission.
•Rodeo
"Bull
Blowout," 8 p.m .•
Murray State Expo
Center. Admission:
$8 for adult<;, $6 with
valid Racercard.
•Saturday
Night
Live- Idaho Band, 9
p.m .. Curri~ Center
Stables. Free admission.

just another

H

by Kristen Watson
contributing writt:r

LE

in the wall
Forget about all those
mainstream restaurants.
Murray is home to numerous
restaurants, but students don't
have a clue about some of the
best of 'em.
This new series will explore
some eateries you may not
have previously included on
your dining agenda- places
you can't find anywhere but
in good 'ol Murray.
Check 'em out.

PROFESSOR HOBO
HELLO ALL! GLAD YOU AlL DEaDED
TO COME TO MY HALLOWEEN PARTY!

For students who Hve off Ramen Noodles and
pizza. a )M)me-oooked meal may seem like o distant reality. However, at413 S. Fourth St. Roberson's Hih Burger Inn serves home-cooked meals
at prices most students can afford.
From juicy hamburgers to chuck-wagon steak,
customenan choose from a wide variety of~pe
cialities.
Francis Ray, Murray resident, said ~he enjoys
the "good home cooking," particularly the breakfast dishes, cobblers and fried green tomatoes.
"My mom eats here sometimes twice a day,"
Ray said. 'We have been coming here since I was
a little girl."
Harley and Mildred Roberson opened the Hih
Burger in 1957, tearing down by hand several old
cotton gins on the large lot.
Larry Rooetson now owns and runs the busi·
ness started by his parents. His brother, Dana
Roberson, also works at the restaurant and said he
loves every minute of it.
"I've been here all through high school and
coUege," Dana Roberson said. "I went to work
for the government, and after I retired, J came
back."
The Hih Burger is open from 5 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Monday lhrough Saturday, and Dana Roberson
said business is "rock-and-roll" all day long. Customers can dine at cozy booths and tables, talk to
employees from across counter tops or request
take-out meals.
Are Gossum, Hih Burger employee, said he
has enjoyed the year and a half he has worked at
the restaurant

Margar{.i Harpcr/7he News

Mary Hames, Mary Gossum and Christina McKnight work diligently to serve their
customers. llib Burger is open Monday through Saturday fmm 5 a.m. to 2 p.m.
"I like the old-timey atmosphere and the regulano who come in," Gossum said.
Dana Roberson recommends the lunch specials, which he said are the most popular items.
The $4.25 daily specials include entrees such 3..'1
hamburger steak, roast beef or pit barbecue. Customers can liven up their meal by choosing from
a variety of vegetables, including creamed pota·
toes. potato .salad, slaw, white beans and cucumber and onions.
For early risers, various omclcucs are available
from $3.50 to $5.50. Deli sandwiches. including
a marinated chicken-breast sandwich, all cost less

than $5. A children's menu with dishes all less
than $3 also is availahle.
Kyle l.acclield. senior from Caneyville, said
he enjoys the llih Burger's ''hospitality and
homc·cooking feel"
'Their cobbler 1s the best dessert I've ever
had," Lnccficld said.
Dana Robertson said he is happy to serve the
college crowd.
"We get quite a few students in here," Dana
Robcr.;on said. "Once they lind out about the
home cooking, brcakfa::.t and lunch. they come
dov.n."

JUSTIN YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL

~-...~~co.

~--------~~~~--------~ ~------------------~----~
~oFessoRI GREt'fJ:toao cosTUME!
DR. KLowNus--You cAME
AS A CLOWN?

wHAT rs YouR cosruME
SUPPOSED TO REPRESENT?

AN AUSTRIAN CLOWN. THEY'RE
KNOWN AS THE LA TOY AS
OF THE CLOWN WORLD.

THE INVITATION SAID
• ...OR ELSE."

•sunday
•Bible Study - University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, 9: 15 a.m.,
Elizabeth College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Cello Recital
Guest artist recital, 2
p.m.,
Performing
Arts
Hall.
Free
admission.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

KEELHAUL

Chris Schweizer
MAYBE I WON'' T
A WHACK-A-MOLE
HALLOWEEN.

•mqnday
•Performance - Faculty trumpet recital, 8
p.m., f-arrell Recital
Hall. Free <~dmission.

ACROSS

•tuesday
•CAB
Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room. All are
welcome.
•Performance- Concert Choir Fall Concen, 8 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium.
Free
admission .

•wednesday
•SGA -Student Government Association
senate meeting, 5
p.m., Curris Center
Barkley Room. All
are welcome.

•thursday
•Halloween Movie
"Rocky Horror Picture Show," 9 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission .

1
6

II
14
15
16

17
19
20
21
22
25

26
27
29
30
31
34
35
36
39
41
42
44

46

Yawning wide
Bird in "Peter
and the Wolf'
Pedro's Mrs.
Tablelands
Erect
Wee one
Monopoly ad
suggestion
Addams Family
cousin
Ability to walk
aboard
Play start
Plumbing joint
Habituate
Cyclist
Farm supplier
The Green
Wave
Pot builders
Butt
Religious statue
"Games People
Play" author
Strong cord ,
High-pitched
Young fowl
Having a full.
shapely tigure
First woman on
the Supreme
Court
Mary Kate and
Ashley

47
49
50
51
53
54
58
59
60
61

62
63

More rational
Use indigo
Those no longer
in power
Abilities
French Mrs.
Corset ad suggestion
Former queen of
Spain
Very. in music
Zodiac ram
Grand Coulee or
Hoover
Columnist
Alexander
Irish poet

DOWN
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10
II

12
13

.,..._.,_-

Current unit.
briet1y
Set
Botanist Gray
Gives cac;h to
Reveres
Cave man?
Boring tool
Thcmer focal
point
Carries a tune
wordlessly
Copy
Glue ad sugges·
tion
Putrid
Garb

18
21
22
23
24

26
28
29
32
33
35
37

Mandlikova of
tennis
Wing flap
Morales of "La
Bamba"
Give te~
ly
· ~,._zr
Iron ad suggestion
On the contrary
Takes out text
Hemi-fly~~

Afore ~.,...,..
Nation of many
islands
Plead
Stratagem

38
40
4I
42
43
45
47
48
51
52
54
55
56
57

Raison d'_
Sponsca.,ter
Scully
Act as
Whizzed along
Female graduate
Small change
Spicy beat
Scouish poet
Ramsay
Keister
Noble address
Pops
Actre:-.s Long
Acquire
Former draft
org.

Last M'ftk's solution

The Weekly Crossword

Editoo by wayno Robert wn11ams
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Students take vow of silence

this ·vveek
1. Elvis Presley- ''Elvis: 30
#I Hits"
2. Bon .Jovi - "Bounce"
3. The Rolling Stones ''Forty Licks"'
4. Avril Lavigne -"Let Go"
S. Nell}' - "Nellyville"
Source: Associated Press

• movies
l. The Ring
Starring Naomi Watts
2. Sweet Home Alabama
Starring Reese Witherspoon
3. Red Dragon
Starring Anthony Hopkins
4. Big Fat Greek Wedding
Starring Joey Fatone
S. Brown Sugar
Starring Taye Diggs and Sanaa
Lathan
Source: Associated Press

• books
l. James Patterson - "Violets A.rc Blue"

2. Danielle Steel - "The
Kiss"
3. Jude Deveraux- "Forever''
4. Alice Sebold - "The
Lovely Hones"
S. Rudolph Giuliani ''Leadership"
Source: Associated Press

• website
www.halloween-online.com
With the haunted holiday
a{>proaching, Halloween Onhne provides tons of
links to make this Halloween
like no other. From building
your own coffm to decorating
your yard, this site delivers a
"how-to·· guide that includes
almost every aspect of Halloween.
~wiftly
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by Jessica Higdon
t"Ontrihutlng writer
Completely silent and clothed in
black T-shirts. residents of Clark
Residential College spent Wednesday trying to raise awareness of
alcohol-related car accidents.
The annual Dead Day is held
every year during Alcohol Awareness Week, which began Monday
and will end Sunday.
"We like to take this day to
remember the innocent victims of
drunk-driving accidents," Sly Merritt, resident advisor for Clark College, said. "h's really sad, and this
is just one way that we can help do
that."
Karri Wurth/The News
Each student who participated in
Dead Day was given a black T-shirt Danielle Macdonald (right), freshman from Louisville, writes
and pledged not to speak through- a note to her friend Erin Ketterer, junior from Louisville. As
out the day.
par t of "Dead Day," Macdonald pledged not to speak until 4
"Each person has a piece of paper
that they give out that explains why p.m. in order to raise awareness of alcohol-related accidents.
they are not talking." Merritt said.
Approximately 45 Clark College
accident at1;ome time in their lives.
The paper lists statistics about
"It's a very cumbersOme and sad residents participated in Dead Day
drunk-driving fatalities acro~s the situation,'' Merritt said. "It really this year.
.. I've seen a lot of response
nation. According to the U.S. hits home when something like that
Department of Transportation. happens. and it happens all the around campus this year," Merritt
three out of every 10 Americans time. more than people think it said. "A lot of people will come up
will be involved in a drunk-driving does."
and ask about my shirt; they want

to know what"s going .on. I think
the participation this year is the best
it's ever been."
Merrill said he first participated
in the program when he was a
freshman.
..I think that many freshmen
come to college. and there are so
many things to do,'' Merritt said.
''They may back down to peer pressure. and they don't think at?out the
consequences of their actions. We
want to make them aware of those
consequences."
Clark College resident adviser
Amy McCloskey said the program
definitely affected her.
"I think this is a really cool program," McCloskey said. ''This is
the first year I have been involved,
and I think for the most part, it has
been very effective."
The Residential College Council
and Clark RAs work together on
the program every year. Merritt
said it takes teamwork to-make the
event successful.
"The RCC and the RAs really do
a good job of putting it together; we
have had a really good turnout this
year," Merritt said. "It's simplistic,
but it still has a strong impact."'

.LX haunts for local organizations
I

by Kyser Lough
college life editor
Visitors to the Sigma Chi Fraternity house
are in for a chilling surprbe next week.
For the second-consecutive year, Sigma
Chi is holding a haunted house to benefit the
Murray Head Start Program and Toys for
Tots. The fraternity is working with the
International Student Organization and
Alpha Sigma Alpha for the event.
Sigma Chi members decided on a haunted
house last year while looking for ways to
benefit the community. The house was
intended to be a safe activity for young
adults in the area and grew into an event for
college students.
"We used to do a cheesy scaled-down
haunted house for kids in the community,"
said Sigma Chi member Mike Maxwell,
senior from Dyersburg, Tenn. "I wanted to
get it started again last year. and now it has
expanded into a bigger event."
Haunted House Coordinator Todd Veach.

senior from Ft. Knox, said the success of the the haunted house will be a dungeon
previous haunted house factored into the labyrinth, Jack the Ripper sanitarium and
addition of the ISO and Alpha Sigma Alpha multiple horror-movie scenes.
this year.
All proceeds will be divided between the
"Last year, we had over 700 guests in one Murray Headstart Program and the Toys for
night,'' Veach said. "This year it will be for Tots.
Both Veach and Maxwell said they are
two nights, and the haunted house itself will
be larger."
expecting a large turnout because of the
After last year's success, Veach said his extended hours and increased ad campaigns.
''I'm expecting around 2,000 to 2,500
fraternity members immediately began planning for this year.
"people this year," Veach said.
"We've been doing tons of planning,
Maxwell said he hopes community memresearching other haunted houses and buy- bers come to the haunted house. as most
ing materials," Veach said. "We have other Halloween options involve driving to
around 190 students working on the haunted Paducah or Nashville.
house.''
"We want to show people that we actualThe students' work includes construction, ly do good things, too,'' Maxwell said.
The haunted house will be open from 8
public relations, acting and creative directing, Veach said.
p.m. to I a.m. Wednesday and 7 to 11 p.m.
The haunted house will cover all three Thursday. Admission is $3 in advance or $5
stories of the Sigma Chi hou1-0e and include at thc'\ loor. Advance tickets will be sold
out~'i"fiJc of Winslow Dining Hall and at 'the
the yard. Veach said horror movic~-o will b
projected onto two sides of the house.
Curri1. Center or may be ordered by phoning
Included in the 24 scenes that compose 753·9059.

road tri1)
So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
donn room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

•around town
Murray- Sec some great hull-riding
action tonight and Saturday during
the Bull Blowout. The event will
start at 8 p.m. and be held at the
West Kentucky Exposition Center.
For more infonnation, phone (270)
642-8346.

• t hour d rive
Paducah - Paducah Parks j.., sponsoring the annual Harvest l\'1oon
Ball on Saturday night. The Paducah
Jazz Ensemble will provide entertainment for the evening. The event
will run from 8 to ll :30 p.m. at the
Robert Cherry Civic Center. Tickets
are available by phoning (270) H988426.

• 2 h our drive
Mount Vernon, Ill.- Halloween is
just around the comer, so get in a
spooky mood by checking out the
Murder Mystery Dinner Theatre on
Saturday night. "The Hitchcock
Homicide" will run at 5:30p.m. al
the Pheasant Hollow Winery. For
more information. phone (618)
629-2302.
.

• 3 hour drive
Hustonville - What's llalloween
without a nice, scary haunted
house? The Hustonvi1k 1h1unted
,House and llustonvillc llouse of
Horror run tonight and tomorrow
night from 7 to midnight. Admission is $6 to each event or $10 for
both. Directions to the house and
more infonnation can be found at
www .hauntman.com/

Relax, Worship,
Experience·!

The' NET is a praise and ~orship
experience for Murray State
students each Sunday at 8 p.m.

FREE MEAL!!
A free spaghetti dinner will be served this week!
A van will be at Hart Hall at 7:45 p.m. every
Sunday for evenin g worship.
203 S. 4th St.
753-1854

--~--

--

t__._ _ ..,..._..,._

Advertise with Tlze Mttrr{IY. Stctte

Ne~vs!
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Fall Break
in the

photo courtesy of Brett Rudolph

(From Left) As part of the Murray State Outdoor Adventures trip to southern Illinois last weekend, Rung Tangtatarakul, graduate student from Thailand, Carey Snyder, junior from Williamsburg,
I
and Will O'Nann, sophomore from Russelvllle, enjoy paddling around Lake Glendale. Although it rained Sa turday, the enthusiastic students were determined to not let it affect their canoeing plans.

Outdoor adventurers camp, bike,
.
climb, paddle through weekend
.

I had confidently climbed halfway up students at Murray State and an entire
the cliff before the panic set in. The first recreation department that thrives off
part had been easy - handhold here, individuals interested in outdoor activifoothold there- but now, 1 was stuck. I ties. I was amazed the trip received such
could not get a good enough grip on the a poor response from students.
rock above me to pull myself up, and • Admjttedly, l considered backing out
there was no new place to move my feet. because so few students were going,
So I clung and cramped and felt my however. I realized that compromising
arms start to quiver.
my genuine interest in the activity
· It was about this time l began to because none of my close friends were
rethink my enthusiastic idea to accompa- joining me was a silly reason to stay
ny Murray State Outdoor Adventures on home.
Besides, if lack of publicity was
the organization· s second trip of the
year.
responsible for the trip' s small turnout,
1 could tiave headed home like so then a feature story about the excursion
many other students over Fa.ll Break, was exactly what Murray State Outdoor
could have been back in my warm bed or Adventures needed.
lazing around the house that Friday, but
Rock and 'Roll
instead, I was hanging from a rock like
an inept monkey.
By Friday morning at 9, I had met al\
My adventuresome spirit was to the students who signed up for the trip:
blame; it had not le{ me ignore a poster I Will O'Nann. sophomore from Henderhad seen in the Curris Center a few son; Carey Snyder. junior from
weeks earlier advertising an overnight Williamsburg: Rung Tangtatarakul,
rock climbing, mountain biking, hiking, graduate student from Thailand; and
canoeing and camping trip in southern Murray State Outdoor Adventurers leadIJlinois on Oct. 18 and 19.
ers Mike Gowan. recreation lecturer. and
As an avid outdoors woman and expe- Brett Rudolph. senior from Marshall
rience seeker. I thought the trip would be County.
a great opportunity to travel, learn a new
With Rudolph's pickup, a University
skill and find out more about Murray van and two trailers for lhe bikes and
State Outdoor Adventures. the group canoes in tow, we headed out on a loveresponsible for organizing the excursion. ly morning drive to Lake Glendale (part
After attending the mandatory pre-trip of the Shawnee National Forest) near
meeting, however, I realized I needed Metropolis, Ill., where we would camp
to bring more than just my sleeping for the night.
During the drive, I learned from
bag and water jug; I needed my
reporter's notebook. I was one Gowan that Murray State Outdoor
of five students who had Adventures is not actually an official
signed up for the trip - club or organization, but a loosely
five
stu- detined service providing students with
the resources to e~perience unique outdents!
With door activities. such as rock climbing.
Gowan and Rudolph, both of whom
more than
10.000 are climbing enthusiasts. began "MSU
OA"Iast year.
"Murray State Outdoor Adventures
can be just about anything; Brett and I
just want to create more interest in these
ty~s of outdoor activities," Gowan said.
He also explained how future plans
included establishing a listserv students
could use to find fellow enthusiasts and
camping or climbing equipment for borrow or rent.
"MSU OA is more of a guide service
and a connector for students,'' Gowan
said. "We try to keep it the least amount
academic as possible."
And it blissfully was; we arrived at
camp by midmorning and then drove to
nearby Jackson Falls. where we gathered
the gear and hiked through a beautiful
"bowl" of rock formations that ho!>ts
hundreds of climbing routes.
Gowan had provided enough
Rock Climbing 101 in the van for me
to know we would be "sport climbing," a standard technique where
one per!>on on the ground belays. or
controls lhe safety rope of. the
climber.
Once the ropes were in place. I
wriggled into my waist harness
straps and put on my helmet, then
stood waiting for further instructiom. Then I realized the instructions were over - you either
stuck your special climbing
shoe into a divot and started
Erin Richards/The News climbing. or you stayed on

'

the ground.
So I climbed.
But when I got to the point where I
was cJinging to the side of the cliff, arms
quivering, legs cramping, in desperate
need of some new handholds and not
ready to test lhe integrity of my safety
rope (though I had been assured it would
hold me if I fell), I realized the definite
element of difficulty in the sport.
Finally.. with a grunt and a few extra
inches of reach, I jammed my fingers
into an indention far above my left shoulder and pushed off with my feet .
The move put me in a better position to
climb the final 20 feet and hit the bolt at
the top of the cliff. signifying I had successfully completed the climb.
In the midst of my exhilaration. I realized that competing with an inanimate
object, combined with doing something
relatively unthinkable (as Gowan had
said, "Modem humans aren't commonly
found scaling rocks") is part of what
makes climbing so unique.
Gowan summed it up nicely.
"Nobody's against each other," he
said. "Everyone's against the rock."

Fun on Level Ground
Although we had planned to climb for
se..-eral more hours, a drizzling rain made
the rocks too slippery, so we headed back
to camp and canoed around the lake during sunset.
While gliding through the glass-like
water. in brand new Murray State canoes,
Gowan talked about how the eight new
boats were a badly needed addition to the
recreation department's collection,
which previously only included 12 antiquated metal canoes.
Much of the other equipment we used
during the weekend. such as the rock
climbing shoes and ropes. was borrowed
from Gowan and Rudolph's personal
supplies. They plan to purchase rock
climbing shoes for the recreation department and MSU OA to share with fees
from student trips sometime in the
future.
Gowan said he eventually would like
to see MSU OA evolve and teach leadership skills to recreation majors and provide an outlet for nonmajors to simply
enjoy outdoor activities.
"We' ll e\'entually get to the point
where the leaders taking people out will
get paid a small fee for their time,''
Gowan satd.

Playing in the Rain
After canoeing until it was too dark to
see, everyone senled into camp to enjoy
a hot meal and a hot fire. We all went to
bed eager to wake up refreshed and ready
to climb in the morning.
But when I heard the pitter-patter of
rain on the rent at 7 a.m., I had a feeling
it was not going to be the kind of stonn
that would just pass over us. ·
Unfortunately, I was right. Even good
hot chocolate failed to console me when
1 heard we would not be able to climb
again because of the rain.
However. we made the most of the situation by playing with the other toys we
brought. Everyone had packed rain gear,
so it turned into a day of simply doing
everything we wanted to do in a little
extra clothing.

While some chose
to canoe. I blasted
through the eight-mile
bike trail around the
lake.
Even a fall at the
third slippery bridge
did not keep me from
enjoying
myself;
dodging roots and
rocks was almost as
fun as navigating
pedestrians on the
main
walkway
through campus at
12:30 p.m.
After that,
loaded up camp
and changed
climbing plans.
Since it was too wet
to climb, Gowan suggested we try some
"bouldering" at Fern
Clyffe State Park,
where the rocks form
a sort of shelter from
the rain that allows the
underside to stay dry.
It was there our
arms and shoulders
got a workout.
When bouldering. a
climber hangs only
high

(Above) Erin Richards, j unior from St. Louis, nears the apex
of a cliff at Jackson Falls while O'Nann begins climbing
below her. (Left) At Fern Clyffe State Park, Tangtatarakul practices bouldering, a technique used to
strengthen a climber's arms, shoulden and grip.

enough from the rock to
move laterally across the
face without touching the ground.
The point is not to cJi.mb up, but rather
to work on gripping techniques and the
challenge of finding handholds to keep
yourself from falling.
It did not take very long before everyone's arm muscles were screaming. After
a few minutes of hanging and pulling
myself into new positions, I felt like I
had spent hours doing bench and shoulder presses in the gym.
When everyone else pooped out as
well, we decided it was time to head back
to Murray where we could take hot
showers and get a good meal. We all
generally agreed that sore muscles and
wet feet were a small price to pay for as
much fun as we had.
Although the rain had put a damper on
the second day. we had all played hard
enough to lapse into a deep ~ leep on the
drive home.
Before dozing off. I relhed the previous day' s rock climbing experience and
realized Gowan and Rudolph were right
about the sport being addictive.
Given the chance, I would definitely
take the rock again.

photo courtesy of Brett Rudolph

(Above) Richards and Snyder ~raversc part of
the eight-mile bike trail around Lake Glendale.
(Left) Snyder begins his climb at Jackson Falls.
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Pro athletes
cross over to
other venues
For decad~s. actors have played athletes on
television or in movies. ll isn't really that hard
when you figure actors have the benefits of body
doubles and camera angles. Now, though. the athletes arc doing some crossover action of their
own.
In fact, it seems like far too many athletes have
taken on something other than sports. A multitude
of great athletes arc leaving the courts and fields
to begin an entirely new career. Baseball players
are becoming comedians: football players are
becoming actors; basketball players are rapping;
and tennis players arc modeling.
What has happened in the wide world of sports
to make the athletes who work their whole lives
on their games desire something different? It
can't be the money. though I' m sure the jocks are
compensated well for their extracurricular efforts.
The only reason I could imagine Michael Jordan wanting to act like he's acting is boredom.
And isn'L it s<td that we've come to that? America's athletes. who provide
seasons' worth of entertainSports Talk ment for millions of overenthusiastic fans have tired of
what made them successful in
the first place.
You may have seen Derek
Jeter's appearance on ''Saturday Night Live" or Brett
Favre's attempt at acting in
"There's Something About
Mary.'' (l absolutely adore
Brett, and think he's one of
the hottest - I mean. most talented - football players out
there, but he isn't even somewhat convincing as an actor.)
Three
or four of you may
Amanda
have even listened to Shaq's
l ee
compact disc.
Now, with the exception of
"Am c ric a's Anna Kournikova and b.er
athletes, who modeling career, I would be
willing to bet no one would
provide sea- care about these people if
sons' worth they weren't already sports
superstars. I saw these perforof en tertain- mances and was nowhere near
ment for mil- impressed. Of course. professional athletes are already
lions of over- celcbritlcS -and are given
en thus i as tic opportunities that almost no
fans,
have one else in the world gets.
That's the way the world
tired of what turns. But why do alreadyfamous athletes feel the desire
made them to
keep pursuing other fields
successful in of stardom'!
Shuquille O'Neal, for examthe
first ple,
has pursued acting and
place."
music beyond his NBA
Championships and array of
endorsements. We know he's
not hurting for money. Does
he want to expand his horizons and be recognized as
having other talents? Hey,
Shaq, here's the memo: You don't have other talents!
But poor ol' Shaq isn't the only straying athlete.
Professional athletes of all sports are testing out
other venues of fame, from song and dance to politics. And while the leadership ability and work
ethic athletes gain over the years may benefit
them in various aspects of life, it takes a little
more than that to be successful in Hollywood.
Whether sports standouts are shooting for a
hobby, pod:ct money or just something to do,
something just isn ' t working. I guess what bothers me most is how athletes are losing their credibility by venturing into other genres of success.
They seem greedy and pathetic.
Besidel>, when Anna Kournikova poses for a
calendar having nothing to do with tennis (though
she had to get that body somehow). can tennis
fans really take her seriously'l Some have naturally begun to doubt whether she has any real ability at all.
And the more I sec Shaquille O'Neal, the more
he gt.•ts on my nerve~. I'd he much happier with
the rnutam if he' d simply shoot some hoops.
Unfortunately for me and my nerves, the
crossover trend doesn't seem to be winding down.
Athletes continue to appear in movies, pursue
record deals and even strip for the camera. And I
will wince along with the rest of you the next time
a quarterback auempts anything other tban a
touchdown pas\.
So, Brett honey, stick to what you know.

OVC Football
Standings

OVC Soccer
Standings

ovc

Overall
Enstern Illinois
3·0
5·2
Eastern Krntucky 2· 1
5·3
SEMO
2·1
5-3
Murray State
1-1
2·"
Tenne~St·l~ State
0·1
1·6
Tenm>:sS<'e·M.ulin 0-2
2·5
Tenness<'l' Tech 0·2
2·5

sports editor: Chris Jung
assistant sports edJtor: Amanda Lee
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Soccer still unbeaten in OVC
by Chris jung

throughout the season, Royer's
two goals were only her second
• and third of the year.
If the Ohio Valh:y Conference
"I got the opportunity to play
standings were based merely on some good minutes against
ties and overtime games, the (Rolla).'' Royer said. 'That first
Murray State soccer team (7-5-2, goal really got my contidence up,
2-0-2 OVC) would have sole big time."
possession of lirst place.
MSU's scoring was rounded
Following its 4-0 victory over out with a goal apiece from
Missouri-Rolla Friday, MSU tied sophomore forward Jackie
conferencc·rival
Tennessee· Thomas and senior defenseman
Martin 1-1 on Sunday, leaving Jenny Caner, both in the second
three unbeaten teams atop the half of the game.
OVC standings. Several missed
Sunday, Royer continued her
opportunities, however. left ouLStanding play. scoring her
MSU without the victory and third goal in two games, to put
Head Coach Mike Minielli MSU ahead 1-0 in the 43rd
scratching hb head.
minute against UT-Martin. Sev"As soon as you lind out the enteen minutes later. the Skyanswer on how we can finish, let hawks evened things up as Martme know," Minielli said. "We've in's Christina Moore tied the
practiced ~hooti ng and finishing score 1-1 on an unassisted goal.
more than we probably should,
During the two overtime peribut something ha~ got to give."
ods, both teams combined for
Friday's rout was orchestrated only one shot on goal, a hard shot
by senior f01ward Brooke Roy- by senior midficldcr Abby Perez
er's two goals and freshman in the game's ftrst ovenime.
goalie Sarah Walsh's second Despite threatening the Skyshutout or the season.
hawks' territory throughout the
"(Sarah) has come a long way second overtime, MSU was
for us," Miniclli said. "She had never able to get a shot on goal
not had a lot of formal goal·keep- and came up empty on two
ing coaching in high school, w attempted comer Kicks.
she has really improved and been
"In soccer, the goal-scoring
comes and goes, and there's realgreat for u.~."
Royer notched her first goal of Jy no logical explanation for it,"
the game in the 23rd minute on a Minielli said. •·we just have to
pass from sophomore midfielder stick to our game and keep plugJaime Roche. Eight minutes ging away."
later, Royer struck again, knockWith iLS previously scheduled
ing in a ball from JO yards out.
game against Birmingham
De.spite her strong play Southern canceled earlier in the
::.JX)rts editor

3-0-0 10-3-1

3-0-1
2-0-2

9-2·3
7·5-2
2·1·1 8-6-2
2-3-0 10-4·1

0·4·1 1·10·1
0·4-1 0-9·3

Karri Wurth/The News
Murray Sta te junior midfielder E mily Scha ller goes on the defensive during MSU's
1-1 tie Su nday against UT-Martin. T h e Racers will play SEMO at 2:30p.m. Oct. 30,
and with a win, MSU can clinch a berth into the O hio Va lley Conference Tournament.

season, Minielli said the time off
before Southeastern Missouri
State may be a "hlcs~ing in disguise" with all of the injuries the
women's squad is currently facing. MSU plays SEMO on Oct.
30 and, with a victory, will clinch
a spot in this year's OVC Tour·

nament.
"We have to stan putting
things together," Minielli said.
"We're running out of time in the
season. Obviously, we would
like to win and clinch a spot as
soon as possible so that we can
rest as many people as possible.

When you're in a situation like
we're in now, you've got to
throw it all into this one game.''
MSU will meet SEMO at 3
p.m. Oct. 30 at Cutchin Field and
finishes up the season with a
nonconfercnce game at home
against Western Kentucky.

EKU deals Racers 31-7 loss
by Amanda Lee

Racer Head Coach Joe Pannunzio
said the quick lead did in Murray
State.
" I think it was very apparent early
on that we had our work cut out for
us," Pannunzio said. "They heat us up
front."
The Colonels refused to let up as the
teams returned from halftime. Turner
ran 23 yards for the touchdown with
9:34 left in the third quarter. The
touchdown was Eastern's final score
of the game.
Murray State was barely able to get
on the board with just 45 seconds
remaining in the game after enduring a
67-yard, seven-play drive. Sophomore
tailback Ulysses Odoms caught a 20yard pass from junior quarterback
Stewart Childress.
"It was one of those days.'' Pannunzio said. "I'm embarrassed and disappointed by the outcome."
The loss is Murray State's seventhstraight road loss. The lost time the
Racers were victorious on the road
was more than a year ago on Oct. 20.
2001, when the team defeated South-

assistant spons t:clitor
The football team came off a 3 1- 14
Homecoming victory over Tennessee
Tech only to be defl ated Saturday by
Eastern Kentucky in a 3 1-7 loss at Roy
Kidd Stadium in Richmond.
EKU was determined to seize a victory for it-; I 0,100 fans in attendance
and dominated three quarters of itS
Homecoming game.
Eastern began its scoring drive with
6:58 to go in the first quarter on a 41yard touchdown pass from quarterback
Travis Turner to split end Matt Miller
for a 7-0 lead.
The Colonels turned it up in the second quarter, scoring 17 more points. A
2-yard run by tailback Terry Ennis
increased the lead to I 4·0, and tailback
C.J. Hudson mn 60 yards for a touchdown with I :00 left in the half.
Eastern's kicker Adam Smi th nailed
a 37-yard fie ld goal, in addition to all
of his extru-point kicks. as EKU
closed out its fir:.t·half shutout with a
24-0 lead.

cast Missouri 45-35.
P.KU is now tied for second in the
conference with Southeast Missouri,
Murray State' s next opponent. Pannunzio said the Racers did not expect
the beating they received in Richmond, especiaJJy after the strong
defeat of Tennessee Tech.
''You've got to give (Eastern Kentucky) a lot of credit," Pannunzio said.
"They took us out behind the woodshed and whipped us."
Pannunuo attnouted the loss partly
to the offensive line, the team's inability to run the ball and poor preparalion.
"This is the first time I think our
offense hasn't played very well this
year," Pannunzio said. "We did n poor
job of handling the pressure on the line
on both sides of the ball.''
The Racers will work to pick themselves up in time for an important battle against SEMO tomorrow at 2:30
p.m. Both teams need the win in order
to remain in contention for the Ohio
Valley Conference title.
"We're playing a heck of a football

team in Southeast Missouri, so we've
got to get up and be ready to play,''
Pannunzio said.
Southeast Missouri has made large
improvements since last season' s conference record of l-5 . The team has
won nve of its first seven games this
season. Still, Murray Stale leads the
rivalry 34·4-1 and has not lost to
SEMO in Murray since 1978.
Pannunzio said MSU is still shooting for the OVC Championship. but
the focus has changed slightly since
the loss to EKU. Pannunzio said the
team has to look at the next game and
not worry about the games down the
road.
Three of MSU's remaining four
conference games are at home, where
the team has picked up impressive
wins thb season. The game against
SEMO will he regionally televised by
Fox Sports Net South.
Said Pannunzio, "I think our guys
will be excited and ready to play at
home in front of a regional television
audience and in front of our home
fans."

Golf team~ compete in fall tournaments
staff report
The Murray State men's golf team placed second for
the second·consccutivc time Monday and Tuesday at the
Southwest Missouri State/Pepsi Challenge. The Racers
had a three-round score of 887, three strokes behind tournament winner Oklahoma City. MSU did finish first out
of the Division I teams in the tournament, ahead of thirdplace Northern Iowa and fourth-place Drake.
MSU was lead by freshman Jamie Frazier, who placed
first individually. Frazier's top finish was the first for the
Racers this season. Fmzier shot even par for the tournament, with scores of 73-72-7 I, and Fraz.ier was lied with
Mike Lewis from Northern Iowa and Ross Hamann from
Drake entering the final day. frazier's 7 I easily beat out
the 75 and 79 put up by the other two contenders, giving
Frazier some breathing room to end the tournament.
While Fralier's perfonnancc was the best of the sea~on
for the Racers, 11 was not the only solid showing of the
day for MSU. Frazier was joined by fellow freshman Will
Cox in the top 20. Cox tired an even par 72 on the final
day of the tournament to go with 77-75 on the first two
days giving him an ltggregate score of224, tying at 16th.
Even with a field of 88 golfers, no Racers finished out
of the top 30. Kyle Shirley continued the strong showing
by Racer frc~hmen, shooting 79-74-73-226 to tie for
21st. Senior Brandon Henson fired a 77-76-75 and
Sophomore Blake Darnell shot n 79-75· 74, giving them
each a .~core of 228 and a share of 26th place. Freshman

OVC Volleyball
Standings

ovc Overall
SEMO
Tcnnessee·Martin
Murr<Jy State
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State
Austin Peay

11

phone: 762-i4G8

UT·Martin
Morehead Statt•
SEMO
Murray Stat<•
Ea~tem Kentucky
Tennesst>e Tl'Ch
Austin Peay
Eastern Illinois
Tenncs~l'<' Stale

Margaret Harper/ The New)

Murray State freshman golfer K)le Shirley works
on his drive during a recent practice at Miller Golf
Course. Shirley tied for 21st with a 79-74-73-226
in M onday and Tut'SdU) 's SMS lmitational.

Intramural Football
Standings
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16-8

7·2
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3·1'1
?>·7
1·8
0-6

6-13

7·17
6·16
12-11
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Intramural Football
Standings

Residential College

ovc Overall

Men
Franklin
Hester
Clark
Hart
Elizabeth

Intramural Football
Standings

Greek Leagues
~

l·kstl'r
Elizabeth

w~

h:iltfmit,:i

1-0
1-0
0·0
0-0

Spring~·r

1-0
0-0
ll·O

White "A"

[). ()

0·0

Rt:gcnts

Richmond

0·0
0-1

R~gents

0-1

Richmond

ll·l

\-Vhite

Jay Cooper played a~ an individual and shot 83-8280-245.
The Racers will dose out the fall season Monday and
Tuesday at the Laurel Ridge Catamount Cla<;sic in Cullowhee. N.C.
The Murray State women's golf team, which won the
Oh10 Valley Conference Championship last year, continued its run of strong finishes Monday and Tuesday at the
Great Smokies Women ·~ Collegiate Invitational in Waynesville, N.C. 'Jlle Racers placed second at the 36-hole,
24-team event hosted by Western Carolina at the Waynesville Country Club.
MSU finished the tournament with a 36-hole score of
301-300-601. The live MSll golfen; linished 15 strokes
behind tournament host Western Carolina and six strokes
ahead ofthird·pl<tce Elon University.
The Racers were led by two top-ten finishes posted by
senior Kelly Wren and sophomore Nikki Oraz.ine. Wren
led the team with a score of75-72 -147, placing her sixth
from the pool of 124 golfer:s. Orazinc was close behind at
~eventh place with n score of 74-74 - 148.
Strong \howings from the re:~t of the team supported
the two top-10 finishes. Sophomore Santie Koch (8074- !54) tied for 27th; senior Stephanie Baskey (7977- 156) tied for 37th; and Cuyler Hedley (82-76-158)
tied for 48th.
Murray State finished ahead of all the conference competition. 1lle next scheduled event for the Racers will be
in March when they hO!>t the Racer Classic.

2-tl

SqUirrel~

Z·O

l,mlybugs

1·0

0·0
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0-0
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0·0
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0-2
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Tennis players fight the Murray State A boat
took second with a time
rain in Memphis
of 19:24.82. MSU's B
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'01e 2{X}2-03 women's basketball season will
be boih exciting and new. We have added seven
new athletes to our program, all of whom bring
great achievements with them to MSU. These
include freshmen Lindsey Berry, Lindsay Comn,
Jill Fulkerson, Sheree' Lauer and Lori Trumblee
and trnnsfcrs Jenny Bowden and Kaleena Miller.
This new class adds much-needed height. depth
and athletic ability to our team.
We spent the fin;t part of the year striving to
outwork our opponent<; in preseason conditioning. Team members have spent many hours in the
weight room and on the track to prepare themselves for the rigors of practice. This work. coupled with the two hours per week of individual
basketball workouts with the coaching staff, has
all of us excited about the fast-approaching season.
Oct. 12 was our first day of practice, and at the
time I am writing this, we have 11 pmctices under
our belt. We have worked extremely hard on the
basic fundamentals of basketball. We also have
worked on getting our offensive and defensive
systems in place, and the women have remained
remarkahly focused during the long hours of
practice that are required at this time of the year.
We wilt play at 7 p.m. Thursday for an exhibition game against Athletes in Action at the
RSEC. In conjunction with the game, we will
host the Lady Racer Halloween Carnival from 5
to 7 p.m. Many residential colleges and other
campus organizations will pitch in to make the
carnival possible. The event will be a blast and
include plenty of "tricks and treats" for all ages.
I look forward to seeing you all at the RSEC on
Halloween and the rest of the season!

Several women's tennis matches were rained
out Saturday at the
Memphis/Varsity Pro
Shop Invitational.
The tournament began
Oct. 18, with three play·
ers in contention for
bracket championships
and three competing for
bracket
consolation
championships.
Cheryl Graham (No. 4
singles), Annette Stt>en
(No. 5 singles) and
Jaclyn Leeper and Melis·
sa Spencer (No. l dou·
bles) advanced to the
bracket championships
Saturday. However, }en·
nifer Liles (No.7 singles)
and Steen and Jennifer
Ward (No. 2 doubles)
were unable to play the
scheduled bracket con·
solation
matches
because of weather conditions.
The bracket champi·
onship matches were
close, with Graham
falling 7-6, 6·1 to Jill
Wieman of Ball State,
Steen coming short of
Andrea Felchtinger of
Memphis 6-4, 7·6 and
Leeper and Spencer
falling to Monica Gonza·
lea-Gordo and Sabrina
Lindemann (also of
Memphis) 9·7.
The team is currently
competing in Winston·
Salem, N.C., in the Omni
ITA Southeast Regional,
which will continue
until Sunday.

Rowers compete at
Head of Tennessee
The women's rowing
team made a strong
showing at the Head of
the Tennessee on Satur·
day.
AI though the championship fours was won
by Tennessee (19:16.52),

~·castQettock =:?=~

~ BOOKS & COFFEE •
Open Mon.-Sat. @9:30 a.m.
Open Sun. lp.m•• 4p.m.

OVC Action
FootbaD Scores

boat came in shortly
after,
finishing
in
20:36.84.
Washington University won the novice eights
(18:42.02), and Murray
State finished the event
in 20:50.02 for a seventhplace finish.
The rowing team will
wrap up its fall season at
the Head of the Hooch
and the Chattahoochee
Chase on Nov. 2-3 in
Gainesville, Ga.

Od.l9
Eastern Ky. 31
Murray St. 7
Eastern Illinois 44
SEM027

Soccer Scores
Od.l8
SEM03

Morehead St. 1

Eastern Illinois 5
Tennessee Tech 2

Volleybal team
adds Gui to squad
The volleyball team
picked up another play·
er last week as the
NCAA approved the eli·
gibility of freshman
middle hitter Abbi Gui.
Gui began her career
with MSU on Oct. 18
against Southeast Mis·
souri.
Gui is from Shanghai,
China, where her high·
school team was ranked
top in the country. She
also played for the Chi·
n~ Nation~ T~ in
1995·95, which was No.
1 in the world at the
time.
Gui led MSU against
Eastern illinois on Sat·
Karri Wurth/The News
urday, with 22 kills, 20 M urray State senior center James Singleton goes up for a block against
digs and five blocks.
sophomore center Petar Roncevic during a recent workout. Singleton and
the Racers kicked off t heir 2002-03 season last night at the RSEC's annual Fan Jam. Check back next week for complete coverage of the event.

Football continues

school visitations

rooms and answered
The football team con· questions as part of the
tinued its school-visit season-long program.
program Oct. 4 as junior Students also received
complimentary tickets to
wide receiver Andrew the Homecoming game.
Nowacki and sophoThe players make the
more linemen Justin Ard visits prior to each home
and Clay Harrison visit· game and will visit
ed students at South· every elementary and
west Elementary in middle ~chool in Calloway County.
Murray.
The football team's
The players read to the
next
home game will be
students in several class·

Women's hoops
adds eight players
Women's basketball
players are adjusting to
their surroundings as
the team wraps up ilc;;
second week of practice.
With only six returning players on a team of

B~c:k!

It's
Wednesday
!ipaghettl !ipedal
1.99

s

at 2:30 Oct. 30 against
SEMO.

-

--$1.99---

DINNER SALAD - $1.19
SOFT DRINK - $0.79
Lunch &Dinner • 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
970 Chestnut St.
• Murray •

PnflliaiSPizza

753·2975

Hunt said he will work
to develop leadership in
his returnee~ as he intc·
grates the newcomers.
The team will b<'gin its
season with an exhibition ugainst Athletes Jn
Action on Oct. 31.

Oct. 20
Tennessee Tech 5
IUPU-Indiam~polis

0

Eastern IUlnois 3
Western Illinois 0

Tennessee-Martin 1
Murray St. 1 (20T)
Middle Tennessee 2

Austin Peay 1
Volleyball Scores

Od.l9
Tennessee St. 3
Alabama St. 0

AustinPuy3
Eastern Ky. 2
Murray St. 3

Eastern IIRnois 2
Morehead St. 3
Tennessee Tech 0
Tennessee St. 3

Fisk 0
SEM03

Tennessee-Martin 0

Sports Brirfly is compiled
by assistant sports editor

.--- ----- -- ...
Amnnda Ler.

1 216 N.

753-1520 I
753-1551

15th St.

- - SPAGHETTI - with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce

14, Head Cooch Eddie

Murray St. 4
Missouri·Rola 0
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Rtipb<orry "1naigreur, 1000 hhond, Ranch. HoM}' :llu•tonl. Balsamt<

Vin••JT•ll~.

Ulou ('h~•••

C1 f \\'\ 1 C U.U " II Our nr/ginal mrJde·fmm •wl'rat/h rl!f'ipl'
\C I I \ \U .\1 A bowl of roup, a·rOr )tlur chmrr .o f' a Ctr ..•ar or hm•·'" tiulad
1 f \. I (J \\M \tit 1 Jlal{o{ot•r hom•·mmlr• ". hkltrn >t•lwl landrt·t~h. ll'tflt u

boa• I of lioup
I C I \I \U .U Mixrd grcf'nt t<·ith aen•onnll•rcrtahlt'•
1.,.\C I I \\I . U FN!Ih rpinal'h, mandarin oNJIII(t'~, mu•hN.>OmK ant/ u·alnut'l ,
C \1 \ \l \ U U Romaine /~II UN louttd in <1 <'I'I'Om~ ( ......ar drrJ"tnfl topp,.d

u

tflilh {r?sh parml'snn and C'routonr

I C I;I.U Ill . \ -.a \I ll C C .. \\I -'\1 /Jtixrd grrt•ns, portalll'lla mushroom•, {eta
chrrsl', ~aramrliud u·alnuto and babumlc J<lntlill""" drrning
c 1 IC r l"'i f 1.,.4 1 r.\ 114 1 \I \\1 ;\I Mi;ted f{N'«n• with ••a•onal orgrtablc11 and
our {rftltly mad<' beer battered chicken tfngef'll
c l u 1 tt C.J J4 r t Joo .... \U f 'Blut• eortt t'hips pllrd high tl'ith ,\lcmlr~y jaclr and
C'hrddnr cht'l'lll', f{rillerl t'hicken, •at.u, jc•lnPfinU P"PP"" ond ••mr Cf'f'Om
4 I II r t . . 1'1.,.4 II \ ' I I II\ f'rt••l• r.hiclren lrntlt'rll hand battrred ""'h ""r own
bur battrr f'l"{:ipr, drt'p fried & •ercNlwith (riel
ti.Uc n ..c tl,, \ 1111\ Our bl'f!r hal/uo·d t'hic/r('n (inf{I'TI lr>Ut'tl in huffalo
11auce and sen'(>(/. with {ric•
I I \H l •\\1 \Angel hntr pasta tossed uith {rt••hlr mutl11 ball II"'"'"· 11un drit·d
tomoiO¥• and tapped udth {1'1'11h gratM f>Urmeflm •·hel'll'
r 1 t II c( 1.,.1 U II II c Ft>lluC't'inl' nom/It>• '"••••tl in our frrslaly mud,. ul(rl'l/n

1..
O VER

50

D OMESTIC AND
IMPORT B EERS TO

$29ill
1 m onth
UNLIMITED
Tanntnglll

Milwaukee's Best
suitcase $10.95
00~00

Nail Technician
Trang Goard la

here!!

We alto have the

New

15°/o

Smirnoff Ice
$13.41 12-pk
Natural Light
suitcase $12.08
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I 1.\lt Ulfl (.-. \ \."'' lHC I Chttrgdllrtl l'hidll'n br4'u4t •nwtht•red In our
freshly made btJJJil pp•tn & p,..lt'olonl' t'hl'e•e. ,<;,.n•Pd "" u •~•ume Kaiser rolf,

with a choice of chip11, {riel or potato tulnd
ct. Ul ,.,. \\NI \t'lf II Chtrr~trillt!.'l ~hlrhr11 h~l'ltJI ~t•it~ lrmollf!<'PPI'~t>r COJtm
Sl'tllloning. Served on a •e8um<' J\al8t'r roll u·tth n rlloart' ofc·luiJII, {rll!l or potato
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vrg~tabu hrrh wrap und .-at •u•h• at;vlt'. Srro·•••l with a choice t)( l'hip•. {ril'a 11r

~~~~
11\.U t L4 fl
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u

KatJI'r roll u:ith
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City Council:
Dismissal:
Restrictions:
Graduate assistant Rail denies wrongdoing Can4idates catnpaign
for Council election
quits after incident
From Page 1

From Page 1
It·, c.tllcd '-l.!gn:gation."' Brnck'-'ay

beiug as I \\as u pnrt of the sit-in

~illlL

a blaL·k pcr-.nn.'' Horwn said
By pulling the carmon from the
air. .said Young in hi, letter. Unl·
'o::r:-;ity olficiab had violated his
Constitutional right to expression.
"Since TV-II io.; a studdn-run
cable televisJon station. the aJmin''trlltion ha-. littl~ to no suy in \\hat
progntmnung airs," Young \:.tid in
hio; leuer. Young said he resigned
hi' po-.iti,ln as £raJuate nssi~tant at
TV-II hccnu-.c of the incident.
Brock" ay 'aid the issue is nnt
!lllJ

Ju,lln Young. ~o-auth11r of Profcs,<Jf llubo. ~Jid the joke pl<t)Cd
oft th~ ~"\1'-lCncc of \\'hite College
and the Unhersity'-; misumkr:-;tandiug of student wants.
..Fir"'· \W meant 111 uwd; the
name til' 'White R..:siucntial Collc!_!e.''' Young said in a leucr 111
local med1a outleh. •·se~.:ond. \H"
meunt to point out tht• confusion
that comes between <.tudenh and
<H.lminbtr.tti,,n on campus.''
LaurL'Il !lorton. former TV-II
.tnL'h(lr and vil-e pr~sidcnt of the
Hlad: Student c.,uncll. ~wid she
found ihc sh(m to be offensi\ c
llec.tw•e 11 t.Jrgcted a 'pecilic group
on campu<,.
··r didn'1 "t'c tht~ humor in it

on.: of rights but of privileges.

"There arc cetlain right-.. but
there arc privilege' imolved here.''
Unlckway said. "When you do out·
standing \\nrks ... judged hy peers
to be outstanding, then l think it
should be put on thc .tir:·

dent worker, is a University employee," Rull saiJ. "She is not tenured in
any positi<111 mu.l, quite: simply, IS suh·
JCCt to transfer as are uth.:r emplllyees ..
Umvt•rsity Pre,ident King Alexantler .;aid he d1d not know all the
~pectlics of the situation, but s:ud he
believes thi: Univer.;ity respects the
'ight~ of all employees, in~..·luuing freedom of 'pced1.
AlcxanJer saiJ Adams' dismissal
had nothing to do with the commentary
published in l,tst v.eek's newspaper.
"I believe th1s 'JX-cific issue is more
about \erbal nbu. e nnd threatening of
supervisors and other University
employees, which is not tolemtcd by
any ernplnycc (nonstudent or :-otutk•nt)
of the University." he said.
Adam), saiJ 'he i~ nnt awa1e of :iny
other problems that could have led to
the dismissal and said she was the one
"ho infom1cd her supcrvbor. Bucy, of
the situmion.

"He knew nothing about it until l
cnllc:d him and asked him about it Fnday:· sh~..· s;tic..l.
Ac.J:uns s.1iJ as far as she was uwaro::.
she and her supervisor had a great
working rdation~hip.
"I had lunch with him today (Thun;day)." she said ...The last thing he said
to me was. ·come back and o;ee me."'
Adams said the thmg that upset' her
the most is that mnst of the- people to
"hom she has spoken enjoyed her
commentary.
"The cn1ployecs even told me that
they felt the same way but couldn't
write abou1 it lleeau~e they would lose
their job. too," she said. UA select few
people didn't like it. so I lost my job. I
ju~t dt1n't think th;1t's right."
She said the situation has definitely
discouraged any sclf:.cxpression in the
future.
Said Adams: " It makes rne feel like
:m)time I write what I feel, I'll lose
something."

From Page 1

factory in the middle of a residential area."
Parham said she is running for
re-election because she has experience on the Council.
"1 know the issues that affect
the city of Murray," Parham said.
..And there are certuin things I still
want to do in the community."
Parham said two of her top priorities are valuing diversity as
Murray grows and maintaining a
good relationship between the
city and University.
Randall said he would use his
position to better serve the community and University if elected
Said Randall: " (I have
worked) closely with Murray
State (on is:;ues like) underage
drinking, strategic community
growth and (establishing) \1. holesome activities for the youth."

sity and the city on the student
cemer.'·
'
Morgan said being a City
Council member and Murray
State empluyL-c gives him unique
·
opportunities.
"I like to think of it as being a
liaison between (the University
and the City Council)," Morgan
said.
HemJon said he is running to
incrca<>e hi:. involvement in city
government and express views
pre\ iously overlooked by the
Council. He baid his main focus
would be 1oning procedure~.
"Over the la~t few years, I've
l-ecn that zoning is more about
how much money you have or
your t·onnections than what's
right,'' Herndon said. "For example, if someone has the money,
tho::y can get nway with putting a

804 C h e s t n u t St.

WE'LL MAKE YOU
FEEL RIGHT AT
HOME IN MURRAY.

753-6656

Free Delivery after 4 p.m.

+ 60 Deluxe Guestrooms
and Suites

Ask For lv!SU

Parent Rate

+ fndoor Pool, Whirlpool
and Sauna

+ Whirlpool Suites
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
1210 North 12th Street + Complimentary Deluxe
Murray, KY

Continental Breakfast

Phone
(270) 759-5910

+ Free In-Room coffee

Fax
(270) 759-5912

dinner buffets
Drinks included

The

lamed Income
Tax Credit.
You've earned
it. Why not
claim it7

$!0qq

If you're working hard just to make
ends meet and have one or more
children living w1th you, you may
qualify for the EITC. Think of it as a
reward for doing one ot life's most
beautiful. moot important and most
loving jobs. Vis1t our Web site tJ'
ask your tax preparer if you qualify.

• Expires 11/07/02
• Not good with
any other special

·----------------·
·----------------·
ll®l%
@lft83@®mffi1t

Rita Henley
5

lunch buffets
Drinks included
• Expires 11/07/02
• Not good with
any other special

Please vote for ...

NOVEMBER

• 2 All you can eat

$qqq

Proud to be a Part
of the Murray Community

MuRRAY CITY CouNCIL

• 2 All you can eat

Jl'fl~W

ftlemher of ...

\Wllfilll

A message from the Internal
Revenue Service.

ilQLIDQ

www.ln.gov

(Excludes already discounted items)

ELECTION
• Murray City Council

~i\ The latarnel Rtvme Service
~&1/J Warki1g1a put service first

• Economic Oev.
Conunlttce of the West

KY Corp.
•YM CA Board
• Seniol' Citilcns Boal'd
• Big Bro - Big Sister

Boa I'd

• MSU Graduate

#14
01\J

• Taught in the MSU
ChNnlstry D<'l)t.
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- Dance Floor

- D.J

- S 1 .75 Longnecks

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
FREE APPETIZER BUFFET WHILE IT LASTS

Home of 1\tlcCiard 's Towing
753-9132

•
~
m
z

OPEN • OPEN • OPEN • OPEN • OPEN •

Hope I-Iarbor Church ...
SAME TRUTH

Hope Harbor applies the timeless Truth of the Gospel to the
reality of today.

- Karaoke Night: &. Ladie!!l Night:
- S3 cover••• Ladles i! 1 &. over FREE
- S 1 • 7 5 Long necks

"Shadows"

Nov. 1st • 9 p.m. - 12 a.m.
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• ._,IEDNIE.DA.lr••
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•
OPEN 6 A.M. TO 10 P.M. EVERYDAY
0
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1417 WEST MAIN ST.
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MURRAY, KY
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- Wat:ch Monday Night: Foo1:ball
on 1:he big !!lcreen TV
- Appet:lzer !ipeclals••• S3.95
- S 1. 75 Longnecks

DIFFERENT SERMONS

Using humor and Insight, you come away from Hope Harbor
knowmg how to improve your home, your work, your life.
DIFFERENT MUSIC

Featuring a few less hymns, a little more guitar and some
21st century technology- all combined to worship an awesome God.
DIFFERENT RELATIONSHIPS

Hope Harbor is a great place to meet other singles, other
couples. other parents, and to form lasting relattonships. Life
is easier when we can do it together.

... a different way to do church.
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